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Day One  



MASTER OF ALL TRADES 
 

1. Event Brief 
 

Master of all trades quiz competition provided opportunity to the seasoned quizzers as well as               
the new talent of Delhi NCR to participate in the battle of the brains. From History to Culture,                  
Politics to Sports, Business to Technology, the quiz tested the participants on multiple fronts. 

Date - November 7, 2019 

Time - 1pm-3pm 

Venue - Vivekananda Hall, 6th Floor, B Block, VIPS 

 

2. Objectives 
 

● To gain knowledge and seek opportunities to excel beyond academics 
● To provide participants with critical thinking and extensive research 
● To provide an opportunity to the participants to hone their teamwork skills 

 

3. Road Map 
 

Being an avid quizzer himself, Nihit Sachdeva (5B) proposed a quiz competition as one of the                
competitive events for VIPS Spandan 2019. But the aim was to test the potential of the quizzers                 
by keeping the quiz general and not based on a specific theme. Hence, the name - Master of all                   
trades. As soon as the event was given a green signal, the team started the process of registration                  
along with pitching potential sponsors. Various prestigious companies like Pocket Aces, Byju’s,            
Internshala, etc. were pitched for sponsorship but no positive response came. The team finally              
managed to generate Rs 9,000 via a food and games stall and conducted the quiz on November 7,                  
2019 with on the spot registrations available for the event.  

4. List of students 
 

● Amandeep Singh Gour 
● Ashish Ghai 
● KashishDua 
● Manasvi 
● MehakVerma 

5. Minutes of the meetings  



MINUTES OF THE MEETING (1st) 

Date of Meeting: 
(DD/MM/YYYY) 

23/09/2019 Time: 3:00pm 

Minutes 
Prepared By: 

Nihit Sachdeva Location: Room 407, B- Block, VIPS, 
Delhi 

1. Meeting Objective 

Planning of the event ‘Master of all trades’ for VIPS Spandan 2019 

2. Attendance at Meeting 

Name Department/Division E-mail Phone 

DrAneelaTahilr
amani 

Faculty Coordinator aneela.tahilramani@vips.edu 9818128577 

Nihit Sachdeva Student Coordinator nihitsachdeva28@gmail.com 9536739739 

Muskan Seth Student Coordinator sethmuskan74gmail.com 9953336290 

Amandeep 
Singh Gour 

Production aman.gour0@gmail.com 9009715746 

Ashish Ghai QRT ashishghai1012@gmail.com 9872115550 

KashishDua Editorial kashishdua166@gmail.com 9958054763 

Manasvi Registration nailwalmanasvi@gmail.com 9811672386 



MehakVerma Editorial mehakv68@gmail.com 9560802035 

PreetikaBhachu Editorial preetika1801@gmail.com 8447585081 

Ridham Arora Registration ridhama98@gmail.com 9877326794 

Ronak Gandhi Quiz Curation ronakgandhi710@gmail.com 7060144407 

UtkarshRampal Quiz Curation utkarsh.rampal17@gmail.com 9837924867 

3. Agenda and Notes, Decisions, Issues 

Topic Owner Time 

Briefing about the event ‘Master of all trades’ Nihit Sachdeva 3:00pm 

Relevance of the event in VIPS Spandan 2019 DrTahilramani 3:05pm 

Rules and Regulations of the event Muskan Seth 3:10pm 

Anchoring MehakVerma 3:20pm 

Technical requirements Amandeep Singh Gour 3:25pm 

Budget; potential sponsors Ashish Ghai 3:30pm 

Content for the poster and online promotions KashishDua 3:35pm 

Registration Manasvi, Ridham Arora 3:40pm 



Number of QRT members required for the event Ashish Ghai 3:45pm 

Quiz Curation Ronak Gandhi, 
UtkarshRampal 

3:50pm 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING (2nd) 

Date of Meeting: 
(DD/MM/YYYY) 

27/09/2019 Time: 11:00am 

Minutes 
Prepared By: 

Nihit 
Sachdeva 

Location: Dean’s Office, VSJMC,
B- Block, VIPS, 

Delhi 

1. Meeting Objective 

Proposal for conducting Master of all trades quiz on the first day of VIPS Spandan 2019 

2. Attendance at Meeting 

Name Department/Division E-mail Phone 

Prof 
DrCharulata 

Singh 

Dean, VSJMC, VIPS dean.vsjmc@vips.edu 9818551353 

DrAneelaTahilr
amani 

Faculty Coordinator aneela.tahilramani@vips.edu 9818128577 

Nihit Sachdeva Student Coordinator nihitsachdeva28@gmail.com 9536739739 

Muskan Seth Student Coordinator sethmuskan74gmail.com 9953336290 



3. Agenda and Notes, Decisions, Issues 

Topic Owner Time 

Briefing about the event ‘Master of all trades’ Nihit Sachdeva 11:00am 

Requirements of the event, expected number of       
participants 

Prof Singh 11:15am 

Sponsorship for the event DrTahilramani 11:25am 

Rules and regulations of the event; potential sponsors;        
registration process; prize money for the winners 

Muskan Seth 11:30am 

 

6. Details of the work done 
 

1. Event announced on social media on October 8, 2019 

 

 

 



2. Registrations opened on October 22, 2019 along with the rules and regulations  

mentioned in the google form:- 

 

● Team of maximum 2 members is allowed. Cross college teams can be formed.  
● Lone  wolves are more than welcome. 
● A preliminary elimination written round will be held on the spot. 
● Final round will have 6 finalists. 
● College ID of every participant will be required for verification. 
● Immediate disqualification on using any unfair means. 
 

3. Mou signed by Aayushi Jain (for a food and games stall) and cheque of Rs 9,000 received 

4. Final Poster released  

 

 

 

5. Total number of registrations - 50 approx. 

 

7. List of guest/jury/personalities along with contact details and brief description 



 

The event was conducted solely by the team. Hence, no judge was required. 

 

8. Photographs of the event with captions* 
 

 

9. Budget (Generated and expenditure with MoU and cheque/draft/NEFT photos) 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Generated - Rs 9,000 via food stall + Rs 570 via Registration = Rs 9,570 

Expenditure - Rs 5,000 (1st prize) + Rs 3,000 (2nd prize) + Rs 2,000 (3rd prize) 

           = Rs 10,000 



10. Event Report 
 

Quiz enthusiasts take part in Master of all trades 
 

By KashishDua 

 

 

Master of all trades, a general quiz competition was conducted on 7 November 2019 from 1pm                
to 3pm in Vivekananda Hall, 6th floor, B Block, Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies              
(VIPS). Team of Tanmay Chandaliya and Rituraj Sharma from St Stephen's College and             
ShaheedBhagat Singh College respectively emerged victorious and grabbed the winner's cash           
prize of Rs 5,000. 

One of the various competitive events held on the first day of the fifteenth edition of the biggest                  
media festival of Delhi NCR - VIPSSpandan 2019 organised by Vivekananda School of             
Journalism and Mass Communication, approximately 30 teams had registered online as well as             
on the spot for the quiz. MehakVerma, the anchor, welcomed the teams and briefly explained the                
rules and regulations.  

The quizmasters - Nihit Sachdeva and Ronak Gandhi, then began the quiz with the preliminary               
round which comprised 10 questions. The participants found the difficulty level to be a little               
higher than usual. At the end of the preliminary round, 6 teams -Mahipal and Ritik from VIPS,                 
Shivam and Vedant from VIPS, Tanmay and Riturajfrom St Stephen's College and            
ShaheedBhagat Singh College respectively, Adnan and Khushi from VIPS, Yash and Akash            
from VIPS and Rohit and Anurag from Zakir Husain Delhi College, were selected for the final                
round while certificates of participation were given to the rest of the teams. 

The final round consisted of 18 questions in which each team had 3 direct questions while the                 
rest were allowed to pounce for the same. The final round was interrupted several times due to                 
technical difficulties. Nonetheless, the participants waited patiently while the organisers tried to            
solve the issue. 

After an intense and thrilling final round, team of Tanmay Chandaliya from St Stephen's College               
and Rituraj Sharma from ShaheedBhagat Singh won the first prize of Rs 5,000 while              
AnuragBaruah and RohitLohan from Zakir Husain Delhi College and Shivam Prakash and            
Vedant Singh from VIPS were respectively awarded with the second and third prize of Rs 3,000                
and 2,000. The winners were felicitated by DrAneelaTahilramani, the faculty coordinator for the             
event. The event concluded with a vote of thanks by the anchor. 

  



JUNG-E-TASVEER 

 

 

1. Event brief: 

• Jung-e-Tasveer is a photography competition in association with Tasveer , Photography           
society of VSJMC , VIPS.Jung-E-Tasveer is a photography inter-collegiate competition 
•  There will be 2 themes and it will be disclosed on disclosed on the day of event.  
 

Event Details 

• Venue: Classroom 311, Block B 
• Time: 1:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
• Date: November 7, 2019 
• No. Of Participants: 40-50 Participants 
 

Event Rules and Regulations: 

 

1. Individual participation only.  

2. Themes will be provided on the  spot. 

3. Every participant has to pay Rs. 50 for registration upon arrival or will not be able to 
participate. 



4. Participants are requested to register for the event before hand. 

5. Participants are allowed to shoot using any photography equipment of their choice 
(DSLR/Point and shoot cameras/ Smartphones) 

6. Participants are not allowed to manipulate the photograph in any way. No external editing is 
allowed. Only in-camera and minimal editing allowed. 

7. The photographs have to be clicked  inside the premises of the Vivekananda Institute Of 
Professional Studies, during the Spandan Festival. 

8. The photographs will be judged strictly on the basis of theme given. 

9. No photos will be accepted after the time allotted. 

 

2. Objectives: 

• To promote the development of photographic art and technique by providing           
opportunities to showcase the participant's talent . 
• To share the experience and skill within the photography community , provide a friendly               
and competitive environment where all participants can acquire , develop , practice new skills              
and creativity and also seek the opportunity to meet people with the same interest.  
•  To showcase TASVEER and it’s enthusiasm towards the art of photography.  
 

3. Road Map 

 

4. List of Students  

 

Niket Munjal        05029802417  

LuvyChabbra      04029802417 

Aryan Victor        01329802417 

PalakKohli          05229802417 

PulkitMalhotra    06029802417 

 

 

 



5. Event day Minutes 

 

The day began with the inaugural which took place in the auditorium. 

 It was attended by the team of Jung e Tasveer and a few participants too. 

 

11:30 reporting time for participants. 

Reporting time was extended till 3 pm and participants were asked to be seated in room 311 for 
the briefing of the event and rules and regulations. 

At around 1:30 we began with the introduction and welcomed all the participants. We explained 
to them the legacy of tasveer and Spandan , and topics were given out. 

The topics were water conservation and Leading lines. 

The participants were given a deadline of 4:30 pm for the Final submission after which no 
photographs could be submitted. They were thoroughly explained the rules and asked if they had 
any doubts.  

Soon the participants began submitting their photographs and soon all the photographs were 
collected in our database until the deadline of 4:30pm. 

 

Our guest and judge for the event Mr Vinayak Varma and Mr KunalSachdeva reached the venue 
at 5pm and were greeted by Mr Sunil Mishra. They were facilitated and honoured.  

A brief introduction was given about them and they shortly began with examining the 
photographs and giving out marks.  

At around 5:30 we were joined by our sponsors for the event Mr IshaanJain from ledereign and 
PulkitMalhotra from Zoomthing. We thanked them to be a part of Jung e Tasveer.  

They were welcomed by Mr. Sunil Mishra and they further discussed about the winning 
photographs. winners were selected and the results were handed out.  

 

The second prize was given to Sidharth Sharma by Mr KunalSachdeva from Tasveer and Mr 
PulkitMalhotra from Zoomthing. The first prize was awarded to Hrithik Aggarwal 

byMr.Vinayak Varma, Mr.Ishan Jain  and Mr Sunil Mishra. 

Later the judges interacted with the participants and gave them feedback on their work.  

 



All the participants were given out participation certificates at the end of the event. 

 

6. Details of the work  

 

 

7. Jury 

 

Mr Vinayak Verma 

 

Profile is : 

He is working by his own name ie  VVP or Vinayak Varma Photography. 

he provides all kind of on or off camera production solutions. 

He is VIPS ALUMNI and former president of TASVEER. 

 

8. Selected Photographs  

 

Left to right 



Aryan victor, Niket Munjal, Kunal Sachdeva, Dr Sunil Mishra, Vinayak Verma, Pulkit Malhotra 
Palak Kohli, Luvy Chhabra 

 



 

Left to right 

Vinayak Varma, Kunalsachdeva, Prof Dr Charulata Singh 

 

9. Budget 

 

 

 

Thu, Nov 07, 2019 
 
 
 
Here'syourreceiptforOvenstoryPizza-Shalimar Bagh 

Here's your receipt for Ovenstory Pizza - Shalimar Bagh. 
 
 

Total                                                                                         ₹243 

 

 



 
CornVeggieDelightPizza(11Inch) ₹342.86 

Choose Base 
 
PeriPeri Cheese (Tangy spicy taste) (₹0) 
 

 
Subtotal ₹342.86 
 
Tax ₹17.14 
 
DeliveryFee₹20 
 
Packaging fee ₹25 
 
Discount
-₹162 
 

 
 
Amount Charged 
 

Paid In Cash ₹243 

Visit the trip page for more information, including invoices (where available) 

This is not a tax invoice. This is a receipt for the amount collected on behalf of the restaurant. 
  

https://riders.uber.com/trips/968e74c2-47ab-5d22-a4d1-e6761fba66d9


SOCIAL SCOOP 
1. Brief of the Event 

Date: November 7, 2019 

Time: 2-5 PM 

Venue: Auditorium, B Block, VIPS 

About the event: 

Social Scoop is a Social Media Content Creation Session for college students wherein we invite               
the stalwarts of the industry for an interactive session to share their expertise and experiences               
with the audience. Guests included the most loved personalities from ScoopWhoop viz.            
KanishkPriyadarshi (Actor/Anchor), and Antil Yadav (Creative Supervisor).  

The Session deliberations were on the following themes: 

● Content creation for various social media platforms 
● Insights into the thriving digital media industry 
● The science of virality of content  
● Creating Content for a Career 

2. Objective of the event  

● To teach the specific production and writing skills required to boost engagement on each              
unique social platform. 

● To give insights to the thriving digital media marketing industry. 

● To make the aspirants familiar with the field. 

● To make an opportunity for two-way communication with prominent role models of            
digital media. 

● To give the aspirants an opportunity to establish networks with these companies. 

3. Road map 

In the contemporary times, the digital media sector is at an all-time rise. Online portals like                
IDIVA, ScoopWhoop, Buzzfeed, So Delhi etc. have been producing valuable and informative            
content that the youth is actively engaging in. According to an article on medium.com, the               
influencer marketing industry on Instagram is worth more than $1 billion as of today. With this                
thought, the team thought of organizing a workshop on social content creation which will aim to                
inform the target group about the kind of content they generate and how the effect of this content                  
is different from the conventional form. For this, we decided to rope in the most loved                
personalities from one of the leading digital media company of India, ScoopWhoop. As soon as               



the event was given a green signal,the team started the process of inviting the guests, registration                
along with pitching potential sponsors.Antil Yadav, Creative Supervisor, ScoopWhoop and          
KanishkPriyadarshi, Actor/Anchor, ScoopWhoop accepted the invitation as guests for our event.  

 

For the event, reputed companies like NTPC, Mad over Marketing, Career Launchers, Havmor,             
Too Yum, Zebronics etc. were pitched. Finally, the event got the sponsorship from two              
organizations- NTPC ltd. provided with the monetary sponsorship while The Hood Dance            
Academy provided with in-kind sponsorship. 

 

Finally, after receiving almost 120 registrations, Social Scoop- The Social Media Content            
Generation Workshop was conducted on 7th November 2019 in the college auditorium with Antil              
Yadav and KanishkPriyadarshi being the speakers. This all was made possible by continuous             
efforts of the team and our faculty coordinator. 

 

4. List of Students 

● Muskan Kathuria (5D) 
● Chetanya Kapoor (5D) 
● Muskaan Bhatia (5D) 
● Anjali Singh (5D) 
● Jasneet Singh Mahana (5D) 
● Muskan Sinha (5D) 
● Aishwarya Sharma (5D) 
● Joshua Trott (5D) 

 

5. Minutes of meetings 

 

In the first meeting with Dr.AneelaTahilramani, our faculty coordinator, we discussed our idea of              
the event, and how we planned to execute it, who we’d pitch to come as guests and how we’ll get                    
monetary sponsorship to fund it  

Our second meeting was a PowerPoint presentation where we discussed more details such as              
names of companies we’ll pitch to for sponsorship, and which particular guests we would like to                
have.  

Our third meeting gave us all the clarity that was needed on topics of discussion such as -  

✔ Budget  



✔ Guest remunerations  
✔ Venue allotment  
Fourth meeting was called to discuss the information that was needed to be provided to the                
production as well as designing team and the social media presence requirements.  

Fifth meeting was to get approvals on various matters such as-  

✔ Participation fee for students  
✔ Final budget update  
✔ Google form for registrations  
 

In the Sixth meeting we filled the requisition form for all respective departments 

 

6. Details of the work done with support document 

● The idea of the workshop was formed by Muskan Kathuria and was shaped by the rest of                 
the team members. The ideation of how the event will pan out, what will be the objectives, who                  
will be the guests etc. was done by the team and the proposal for the same was submitted. 
● The event was announced on VIPS Spandan’s social media platform on 13th October             
2019. 
 

 

 

● A plan to invite sponsors was formulated. Proposals were sent to potential sponsors and 
meetings were held. However, only two of them responded and became the official sponsors- 
NTPC ltd and The Hood Dance Academy. 
● The invites were sent out to potential guests for the event and we zeroed on Antil Yadav 
and KanishkPriyadarshi. 
● The posters and social media posts were designed and posted to create a buzz for the 
event. Moreover, Whatsapp messages were framed and circulated. 



 

 

 

 

 



 

● Registration forms were sent out through our personal channels including Whatsapp 
groups, Facebook groups and Spandan's page for interested candidates. We shared the same on 
several fan pages of our guests who further helped us in promoting our event. 
 

7. List of guest/jury/personalities along with contact details and a brief description. 

KanishkPriyadarshi 

Kanishk is a video producer/actor/anchor working at ScoopWhoop Media Pvt Ltd. He did             
rigorous theatre for two years at Asmita Theater Group, where he acted in more than 900                
Street plays and 40 Stage plays. Then he worked with a Youtube channel called Brown               
Street, where he acted, directed, edited several videos and hosted the others. He did a               
couple of videos with Pop Xo, DLF after which he got into ScoopWhoop. Currently, he is the                 
only actor and anchor on a contract with Scoopwhoop. He has done more than 70 videos                
with Scoopwhoop and its subsidiaries now. 
 
Email ID: howareyoukanishk@gmail.com 
 
Antil Yadav 
 



Antil Yadav is the Creative Supervisor at ScoopWhoop Media Pvt. Ltd. wherein he is leading               
a team of content creators to conceptualise and execute fresh and engaging content             
for brands and anchoring for both non-fiction and fiction content. Not just that, Antil is              
famous by his stage name RJ Khurki from when was working as a Host of the prime-time                 
Morning Drive for Zabardast Hit 95FM Delhi.  
 

Email: antil@scoopwhoop.com 

8. Selected photographs of the event along with photo captions. 

 

 

9. Budget  

Sno. Description Expense  Income 
1. Guest (24,000)  
2.  Snacks (100)  
3. Salad (330)  
4. Lunch (640)  
5. Standee (1600)  
6. Cab (750)  
7. Sponsorship  20,000 
8. Registration (Cash + Online)  8420 
9. Cab (558)  
    
 Total  (27,978) 28420 
 

Annexure:  











 

  



AD MAD 

1. Event Brief: 

Amidst the world of advertising and entertainment we welcome you to the platform where 
advertising meets madness . Along with fun and challenge we give you an ad- mad workshop 
from the experts from the field, the ones who are worth your time and ears. Ad Mad is an 
on-the spot advertising making competition where the young minds will get a platform to 
showcase their creativity in marketing of the products and services. The humorous and 
conceptual presentation of your ideas on the given products to add a pinch of entertainment to 
your learning in life. 

VSJMC organized “SPANDAN-2019”, THE Annual Departmental Fest on 7th and 8th 

November. One of the events organized was ‘AD MAD ’ which was organized for the 
students who have interest and enthusiasm to know more about the field of advertising and all 
the perks that come with it. It was a competitive event amalgamated with a creative workshop 
that let the aspiring advertisers of Delhi showcase their skills and talent. 
 

Date: 7th November 2019 Time: 

2 p.m. – 6 p.m. 

Venue: Conference Hall , VIPS 
 
Rules and Regulations:  

-Topics would be provided on the spot. 
- 15 minutes of preparation time for each team. 
- Time limit for the performing the advertisement is 1-2 minutes. 
- Participants shall be judged on the basis of spontaneity, content, adherence to the 
topic, on-stage presentation, coordination and overall appeal of the advertisement. 

- The caution should be taken to refrain from displaying obscenity, violence, 
prejudice, defamation etc. in Advertisement. 
-No content related to violence, tobacco, alcohol, prejudice, defamation should 
be presented in the advertisement. 
The event started with a gracious opening by one of the students, Satyam Dua of B(A)JMC 

(5th Semester). After an introduction, the guest and the judge of the event Mr. Devdas R Nair, 
the Creative Director at DAIKO from the past two years started with his workshop. Students 
were very carefully listening to every word and sentence he was saying partnered with a very 
interesting powerpoint presentation which had everything from mind blowing advertisements 
to the golden rules to make one. 

After the first segment of our event got over, the second segment was on the spot 



advertisement making competition which had two rounds. The students were asked to pull out 
one slip from the basket which had the names of the parent products like a fan, hairdryer, 
casual shoes, etc. The anchor briefed the participants with the rules of both the rounds. 

There were 11 teams in total and after the distribution of the parent product, the first round 
started. In the first round, the teams were asked to give the product a brand name along with the 
tagline. The parameters of the judgment were: 

-Quirkiness 

-Uniqueness 

-Creativity 

Around 46 students participated in the first round which was divided into 11 teams as per the 
wish of the participants (2-4 members in each team). After giving the participants half an hour, 
it was time to shortlist 6 teams out of 11 who would now qualify for the next round. 

The judge of the event shortlisted 6 teams which he found best and we moved to the second                  
round of the event where the participants now needed to showcase or act out the               
advertisement of the brand they gave a name to. 

The participants were given 45 minutes to ideate and present their 2-minutes long advertisement. 
As we moved ahead, all the 6 teams got their chance to perform and it was now the task of the 
judge to choose the top 3 winners of the event. Mr. Devdas was spellbound to see the response 
and it was a tough task for him to pull out the best 3. 
Three teams, team numbers 1, 2, and 8 were declared as winners with which we came to the 
end of the competition along with the distribution of the certificates. 

Participants and Winners: 

Top 6 
 

S.No. Product Names 

Team 1 Toothpaste Shivam Khurana 
Divyansh Pranav 

Kartik Chawala 

Team 2 Instant Energy Drink Ronak Gandhi Sumeet 
Kaur Bhatia 

Team 3 Adhesive Glue Nandini Vaibhav Bhatia 



Team 4 Casual Shoes Riya Gupta Akshat 
Jain Ashutosh Tiwari 

Anamika Bhatia 

Team 5 Fan Deergha Chadha Nikita 
Goyal Swati 

Riya 

Team 6 Cough Syrup Abhilasha Saed 
Raghav Shivam 

Winners 

 
S.No. Names 

Team 1 Shivam Khurana Divyansh 
Pranav 

Kartik Chawala 

Team 2 Ronak-Sushmeet 

Team 5 Deergha Chadha Nikita Goyal 
Swati 
Riya 

 
2. Objectives : 
 
1. Attempt to promote young talent 
2. Giving a platform to students to showcase their marketing and selling techniques. 
3. Giving a boost of positive encouragement to advertising industry. 
4. Giving an insight to the actual working of the advertising professionals through a 
creative workshop 
 
3. Roadmap:  
 

4. List of students: 

● Garima Marwah 

● Satyam Dua 



● Khushi Samaira Behl 

● Sidhika Batheja 

● Shivam Khuarana 

● Aayush Sinha 
5. Minutes of the meetings held 

The AD MAD was a success due to the salubrious efforts of the entire team and especially the                  
Faculty Coordinator – Ms. Aneela Tahilramani. At the first meeting with her, the two different               
team coordinators proposed to her the idea to conduct a workshop and an ad mad competition                
respectively. The two separate event proposals were then turned into one which further formed              
one event i.e AD MAD which was divided into two phases, an advertisement workshop              
followed by a competition. After perusing the proposal for the event, Aneela ma’am gave her               
full support for organising AD MAD. 

In the next meeting with the Dean VSJMC, Prof. (Dr) Charulata Singh, the budget of the event                 
was thus approved and it the deadline for the sponsorship was given to the team. 
 
The next few meetings were held with the faculty coordinator for discussing about the              
sponsorship and overall requirements for the event. An MoU was signed with two vendors who               
provided us in-cash sponsorship. 
 
The next meeting included our Judge, Mr. Devdas R Nair because we had to get the MoU                 
signed by him. Finally, after all the requirements were met, we went ahead to organise the                
workshop and a competition which witnessed a decent footfall. 

6. Details of the work done: 
 

Ideation of how events will pan out. Writing the objectives and discussing about how this event 
will benefit the bigger picture of the rap scenario and its effects on the society. 
Discussed how an advertising workshop and on the spot competition will give all the ad freaks 
a platform to perform and get appreciated for their skills. 
We then formulated a plan to invite sponsorships for our competition since in this digital age 
advertising is a trending mode of communication . Our team discussed about how companies 
like Havmor, The Glitch , Bung pages and other could attain popularity through giving 
sponsorship to ad mad organised at VIPS. Due to various reasons, these companies didn't 
accept our offer but we were successful in getting a sponsorship from Greenline Italia and Alka 
Confectionery. 
 
We sent out invites to different known advertising industry specialists and agreed on Mr.              
Devdas Nair since he fit our budget and has an experience of 10 years in the field of                  
advertising. 
We sent out registration forms through our personal channels including Whatsapp           



groups, facebook groups and Spandan's page. 
 
We charged a nominal Rs.50 registration fee from people who were interested to be a part of the 
event. 
 
We worked with the ambience department and arrange for any accessories necessary to 
decorate our venue and other parts around conference room. We designed the poster and 
banners for our event along with call for registrations and other captions. We also had members 
of our team sit for registrations on the desk at the time of event. In the end we offered 
refreshments to all the participants and judges at event and contacted with the production team 
to cover a successful event. We are glad to announce we organised a successful ad mad 
competition for the first time ever in our college that attracted applause and cheers from 
participants and audience alike. 
 
 7. List of judge along with contact details and a brief description. 

Mr. Devdas R Nair 

Associate Creative Director at DAIKO From Here On Communications for the past 4 years 
Before: Group head at Dentsu for 7 years  
Email - fhi.dbrief@gmail.com  
 
9. Selected Photographs 

 
 

 

9. Budget 
 

First Prize 2,500 

mailto:fhi.dbrief@gmail.com


Second Prize 1,500 

Third Prize 1,000 

Refreshments 1,400 

Stationary 495 

Goodies for the jury 

(Headphones, Branded Bag, Hamper) 

2,400 

Printing Cost 438 

TOTAL 9,733 

  



AHIMSA- RAP CYPHER 
1. Event brief 
 
On 07-11-2019, Spandan, the cultural/academic fest of VSJMC, kicked off its 14th edition. On 
the first day of the fest, an event called "Ahimsa (the rap battle)" took place where the students 
from various colleges participated. 
The grand show commenced by the arrival of various participants from different colleges. Then 
the judge for the event, MC KODE, arrived with the members of the Ahimsa Team. There was a 
colourful welcome followed by an array of ‘millennial hip hop ‘music being played in the 
background. It was followed by a welcome speech given by the judge himself.  Then there was a 
bouquet (plant) presentation by Ms. Mrinalini Mehra to the invited judge and the grand event 
began. It was a truly mesmerizing show as the participants from various schools presented many 
raps. There was singing/rapping about the issues that affect students and the society as a whole 
as different participants penned down lyrics inspired by their own lives and also the issues that 
reflects the society as a whole, like raps on a person’s dreams, aspirations, identity and even the 
national issues like the economy, our country’s internal disturbances and grievances (like the 
Kashmir issue or the corruption that prevails throughout the nation) and someone even rapped 
about the Pulwama attack and our country's response to that. Everyone sat glued to the 
mesmerising event. The students as well as the faculty members praised the entire event a lot. 
MC KODE guided the participants with his inspirational words and inspired to do better. It was 
followed by the announcement of the winners of the said event. The winners of the event, their 
standings as well as the respective cash prizes they win are given below:-   
1st prize – SUNNY (won the cash prize of worth Rs. 3000) 
2nd prize – HEMANT (won the cash prize of worth Rs. 2000) 
3rd prize – DIVYANK (won the cash prize of worth Rs. 1000) 
The students really enjoyed a lot and dispersed with a sincere hope that such mega events should 
be organized time and time again giving the students a chance to display their talents as a rapper 
or basically “a street poet”. 
 
2. Objectives   
 
1. Attempt to promote young talent 
2. Giving a platform to students to express their thoughts and emotions 
3. Promoting rap as a positive art form. 
 
3. Road map 

The future of Indian Hip-Hop is as bright as the sun for the artists as well as the fans. After the                     
release of Gully Boy, there was a sudden rise in the hip hop culture where many artists started                  
showcasing their skills and gaining popularity for the same.With this thought, we as a team               
thought of organising a rap competition so that many undiscovered artists and budding artists can               
get a platform to perform and let people know about them. This all was made possible by                 
continuous efforts of the team and our faculty coordinator. With a team of around 11 students,                
the event successfully got whopping monetary sponsorship from two vendors. Finally, after            



registering almost twenty entries for the competition, Ahimsa- Rap cypher and competition was            
conducted on 7 November, 2019 in the college canteen which had MC Kode as the judge. 

4. List of students:  
 
1. Niharika Razdan 
2. Rohan Mulchandani 
3. Ravleen Jauhar 
4. Reva Rai Bhalla 
5. Ramnik Kaur 
6. Bhushan Bhati 
7. Farhan Rashid 
8. Shaurya Negi  
9. Chaitanya 
10.Satyam 
11. Kevin Sam 
 
5. Minutes of the meetings held  

The rap competition was a success due to the efforts of the entire team and especially the                 
Faculty Coordinator – Ms. AneelaTahilramani. At the first meeting with her, the team proposed              
to her the idea to organise a rap competition because there is a sudden rise of the rap culture                   
amongst students nowadays. After perusing the proposal for the event, Aneela ma’am gave her              
full support for organising a rap competition. 

In the next meeting with the Dean VSJMC, Prof. (Dr) Charulata Singh, the budget of the event                 
was thus approved and it the deadline for the sponsorship was given to the team. 

The next few meetings were held with the faculty coordinator for discussing about the              
sponsorship and overall requirements for the event. An MoU was signed with two vendors who               
provided us in-cash  sponsorship.   

The next meeting included our Judge, MC Kode because we had to get the MoU signed by him.                  
Finally, after all the requirements were met, we went ahead to organise the rap competition               
which witnessed a huge footfall. 

6. Details of the work done with support document: 
 
Ideation of how the event will pan out. Writing the objectives and discussing about how this 
event will benefit the bigger picture of the rap scenario and its effects on the society. Discussed 
how rap is going to be a renowned medium of communication between youth and the society and 
how people with less education will portray their demands and difficulties through rap.  
 
We then formulated a plan to invite sponsorships for our rap competition since rap is a trending 
mode of communication and music. Our team discussed about how music companies like 
JioSaavn, JBL, Sony, GoNoise, BoAt, Mivi and others could attain popularity through giving 



sponsorship to a rap cypher organised at VIPS. Due to various reasons, these companies didn't 
accept our offer but we sold two stalls to food joints to gain funds that helped us carry out our 
event. 
 
We sent out invites to different artists that are popular on the rap scene to judge our event and 
zeroed on MC KODE since he fitted our budget and is a popular name on rap circuit that artists 
would look upon. 
 
We sent out registration forms through our personal channels including Whatsapp groups, 
facebook groups and Spandan's page for budding rappers to register on our event. We also sent 
official messages to renowned rappers to promote our event and call for registrations including 
MTV Hustle artists M Zee Bella and EPR. We commented on our call for registration on 
Youtube channels of popular rappers and posted a video byte from our judge to call for 
registrations for the event. 
 
We charged a nominal Rs.100 registration fee from people who got selected for the cypher. We 
thoroughly checked all the lyrics and filtered out lyrics that violated our guidelines including any 
hate speech or cuss words. We also selected the most decent and worthy raps from 50 
registrations that we got initially to filter out the final 22 participants that we felt worthy to 
participate on our stage. 
 
We worked with the ambience department and arranged for any accessories necessary to 
decorate our stage and other parts of the canteen to carry out our event. We designed the poster 
and banners for our event along with call for registrations and other captions. We also had 
members of our team sit for registrations on the desk at the time of event. Our team members 
also brought their own mixers for the event and we also arranged to mix the beats of participants 
for them to perform the song on their desired beat. In the end we arranged for food and water for 
all the participants and judges at event and contacted with the production team to cover a 
successful event. We are glad to announce we organised a successful rap cypher for the first time 
ever in our college that attracted applause and cheers from participants and audience alike. 
 
7. List of judge along with contact details and a brief description. 
 
MC KODE(9560112892) 
 
Judge description: He  is an example to the rappers in India. The founder of Spit Dopee c., he is 
promoting rapping throughout the county by organising rap battles, cypers and jams. His idea is 
to introduce the young rappers in India to the world of hip-hop and rap culture. 
 
The movie “Gully Boy” indeed threw light on hip hop and rapping, but MC Kode’s journey to 
bring out the rappers in India in front of the audience began 6 years ago. Now, MC Kode has his 
name on 70 Rap Battles and has become the guide to the young rappers in the country. 
 
 
8. Budget (generated and expenditure with MOU and cheque /draft/neft photos) :  



 
-MoU signed with MC Kode: 
 

 
 

Budget: 
Judge ₹6,000 
Prize ₹6,000 

 
Stationery ₹450 

Food bills ₹2,412 
 

Total ₹14,862 

  



REALITY IN MOTION 
1. Event Brief 

Reality in motion was a design and animation workshop, where the participants would be given a 
hands on knowledge on adobe photoshop. All the designing tools and techniques used  to make 
still or animated creatives using adobe photoshop. The workshop included both frame and 
keyframe animation, both of which are the building blocks for any kind of animation. Apart from 
this, the participants were given an insight about principles of designing and the tools necessary. 
All of this was done with the participants designing a minimalist ad. 
This writing workshop is a mecca for people who are interested in learning the ins and outs of 
this ancient yet modern art. For those who love to play with creativity. this workshop will 
definitely inspire them to reach new heights. 

Part I: Understanding Tools of Design  
• 10 min: Introductions of design 
• 20 min: Introductions of  tools , techniques and elements of photoshop 
• 20 min: understanding Layers and timelines 
• 10 min: Understanding Frames 
Part II: Create 
• 2.5 hours: Each participant will be creating an advertisement and giving it motion. 
• 30 mins: Questions and Answers Round 
 
Event Details 

● Date    : November 7, 2019 

● Time   :  2PM to 6PM 

● Venue :  1st floor computer lab , B-Block, VIPS 

Guidelines:  

1. Anyone can register for the workshop. 

2. The participants have to bring their own laptop with a working copy of the software ( Adobe                  
Photoshop ) 

3. Participants cannot leave before the workshop is over.] 

4. All the participants are required to maintain the decorum and conduct themselves in a               
professional manner.  

REGISTRATION FEE:₹100 

Number of Participants = 20 

 
 
2. Objectives  
 



 
3. Road map 
 
Design , animation , motion graphics , VFX has always grabbed the attention of the people. The                 
workshop was thought of as an initiative to get students into the creative art, not be part of the                   
actual rut but to go and explore the realms of creativity within them. The workshop merely                
enabled them to put all of their creativity in a tangible form , letting them learn a skill that would                    
come in handy at various stages of life. Joshua Willy Porter along with a team of 3 other students                   
Projukta Chatterjee , Kunal Madaan and Devyani Chopra made it all possible. Thus giving you               
‘reality in motion ‘ the design and animation workshop, for the same we were able to raise the                  
funds from VA TECH WABAG. 

The first approach towards the event was to get a confirmation from the guest ‘ Jyoti Rani ‘ on                   
the date and time of the event. 

Then the four students organising the event were distributed various tasks like writing and              
designing the invites , posters , MOU’s ; sponsorship and marketing, hospitality and logistics,              
etc… 

The details of the event were then finalised. 

The first document generated was the invite that was sent to our guest ‘ Jyoti Rani ‘ 
And an MOU was generated that stated the deliverables from the guest to the institution and 
from the institution to the guest.  
 

4. List of the Team Members 

1. Joshua Willy Porter  

2. Projukta Chatterjee 

3. Kunal Madaan 

4. Devyani Chopra  

5. Minutes of the Meeting 

The writing workshop was a success due to the salubrious efforts of the entire team and                
especially the Faculty Coordinator – Ms. Aneela Tahilramani. At the first meeting with her, the               
team coordinator – Joshua Porter proposed to her the idea to conduct a writing workshop for the                 
benefit of the students. After perusing the proposal for the event, Aneela ma’am gave her full                
support for organising Reality in Motion. 

In the next meeting with the Dean VSJMC, Prof. (Dr) Charulata Singh, the budget of the event                 
was thus approved and it the deadline for the sponsorship was given to the team.  

The next meeting was held with Jyoti Rani and the global Head of VA TECH WABAG Mr.                 
Rajnish Chopra and the eventualities were discussed further. Finally the MoU with VIPS             



Spandan to sponsor Reality in Motion was signed. This meeting was attended by Joshua Porter               
and Devyani Chopra.  

6. Details of the work done with support document 

 

7. List of guest/jury/personalities along with contact details and a brief description. 

 

Name - Jyoti Rani  

M.A(visual effects & Animation) from MCRC Dept, Jamia Millia 
Islamia. Jyoti is a Delhi based visualiser, designer, 2D animator 
and an artist . 
Currently working as a creative partner in BBH content studio 
,Gurugram and designing for Nestlé Brands like Kitkat, Munch, 
Milky Bar, Maggi, Maggi masala etc.  
 
Phone: 9990122187  
Email: jyotirani0306@gmail.com 
 
Portfolio link- https://www.behance.net/JyotiRani 
 

 
8. Selected photographs of the event along with photo captions. 

 

 

9. Budget  

 
GUEST REMUNERATION  Rs 6,000 

(Rs 1,500 PER HOUR ) 

HOSPITALITY  Rs 750 

PRINTING  Rs 365 

TOTAL COST  Rs 7,115 

TOTAL SPONSORSHIP  Rs 7,000 

GENERATION FROM REGISTRATIONS  
( Rs 100 PER REGISTRATION ) 

Rs 2,000 

TOTAL MONEY GENERATED  Rs 9,000 
 

https://www.behance.net/JyotiRani


 

 

 

MoUs Signed with Jyoti Rani and VA TECH WABAG 



  



 



 
  



JUST A MINUTE  

 

1. Event Brief 

Date: 7th November, 2019 

Timing: 2 pm  to 4 pm 
Venue : Vips Video Studio 
Registration Fee : INR 50 
Number of Participants : 16 
 
JAM from daily life was the perfect competitive platform to showcase young poetic talent with 
the twisted concept of a JAM session turned into a battle of rounds through slam poetry, 
dramatic monologue and shayari.  On the very first day of Spandan 2019, the fest of VSJMC 
organised on 7th November 2019 lined up an exciting event called Just-a-minute from daily 
sponsored by The Social House. The even started with 16 participants each divided in teams of 
two ready to showcase their literary talent with spontaneity and time management. The event 
was divided into rounds with interesting themes. Best three winners were selected and awarded. 
 



 

Guidelines for the Event:  

 

● Individual Event  
 
● Multiple Participants are allowed from a Participating Institution. 

● Rules are strictly subject to the JAM Master’s Discretions.  

● Jammers must be clear and fluent.  

● The participants must keep in mind the duration of their performance i.e 1 minute  
as the name suggests. Non-adherence of which may lead to negative points.  

● Thinking time will be provided before every round. 

● The topics and themes will become more specific with the updation of the rounds.  

● There will be 3 rounds of the competition based on which 40 participants will be  
judged 

● The Best 2 will be awarded as Winner and Runner up by certificate and cash prices and a 
book of poetry by the gifting sponsor.  

● Themes for the competition are as under: Water conservation, Gandhi a life, Cinema, 
Social issues  

● 10 participants will be selected for the finals, which will be an extended JAM Session. 

● Participants will be judged on spontaneity, wit, humour, grammar and other mis- 
cellaneous criteria completely subjective to the JAM Masters/ Judges discretion.  

● No vulgarity or inappropriate content of any sort shall be entertained. 17. Judges 
Decision is final.  

2. Objectives 
 



The objective of the event was to promote the concept of Poetry, Dramatic Monologue and 
Shayari as a mode of communication. Encouraging young talent towards expressing through 
their words. 
 
3. Road Map 
 
After receiving the green signal from the sponsors ( The Social House) is when the event picked 
speed. As soon as the confirmation came for the event to be scheduled on the set date and set 
time we started creating awareness about the event on various social media platforms. Due to 
vigorous promotions we started getting the feedback from the participants. Some of the 
participants registered online where as some registered on the same day of the event. All the 16 
participants were divided into teams of two and were asked to present their pieces in the strict 
time frame of one minute for the first round. For the second round, the selected participants out 
of those teams were asked to present their pieces based on the themes given to them. All the 
rounds went well and three winners were taken out. 
 
4. List of Students 
 
Core Team : 
 
Diksha Luthra  
 
• Finding and coordinating with sponsors of the event. 
• Execution of the event 
• Promotion of the event 
• Coordinating with other departments (production, hospitality, Editorial etc)  
• Coordinating with the team members 
• Budgeting 
 
Eva Saxena 
• Ideation and Concept 
• Editorial and Content  
• Ambience and Art  
• Promotion of the event 
• Execution of the event 
• Hospitality management 
 
Jasneet Singh 
 
• Client management 
• Sponsor management 
• Budgeting 
• Marketing and Promotion 
• Coordinating with the heads and team member 



• Logistic 
• Ambience  
• Content 
 
Moumita Chakraborty 
 
• Anchoring and Hosting 
• Content and Editorial 
• Execution of the event 
 
Poonam Joshi 
 
• Ambience 
• Marketing and Promotion 
• Hospitality Management 
• Execution of the event 
• Content  
• Listing sponsors 
• Registration of the Event 
• Coordinating with the faculty members 
 
Volunteers : 
 
Umang Vashist 
Ishika Sarkar 
Ishita Ahuja 
 
5. Minutes of Meetings 
 
Just a minute was organised with ease with the coordination of the coordinators Diksha Luthra 
and Jasneet Singh with our respected faculty coordinator, Mrs Aneela Tahilramani.  
The first meeting involved the explanation of ideation and concept of Just-a-minute by Eva 
Saxena and Diksha Luthra, about the twisted change of rules in the normal concept of JAM 
session. She encouraged and supported the idea of the event. In the second meeting held with the 
Dean VSJMC, Prof. (Dr.) Charulata Singh a presentation about the budget and the sponsors 
presented by Poonam Joshi, Diksha Luthra and Jasneet Singh. The deadline was finalised. 
The next meeting was set up with Mr. Rakaysh Kumar from The Social House regarding the 
sponsorship of the event by Diksha Luthra and Jasneet Singh. Mr. Rakaysh Kumar signed the 
MOU with Vips Spandan. The guest and jury of the event were escorted by Eva Saxena on 7th 
November 2019 and after a successful event they were dropped back to their destination. 
 
6. Details of the work done with support document 

7. List of guest/jury/personalities along with contact details and a brief description. 

 



• RAVIE SOLANKY 
Ravie Solanky is a Delhi based filmmaker, graphic designer, photographer, writer, storyteller, 
and a serial entrepreneur. He has founded many companies notably What a short which is an 
online platform for Short films. He is also the CEO and founder of the Social House which is an 
open platform for writers, poets, singers,  to promote art & culture. Their Youtube channel has 
over 2 million subscribers and their videos have a total of more than 100 million views. He is 
also the host of a storytelling series- Kahaani Wala and ON camera with Ravie. 

 

 

• DIMPY DUA 
Dimpy Dua is co-founder and producer of the Social House.She has worked in radio industry as 
producer. She has worked with radio stations like Big fm. She has business acumen. Apart from 
The Social House she is also managing other business ventures also. 

 

BUDGET : 



REVENUE AMT(INR) EXPENDITURE AMT(INR) 

Registrations INR 800 Hospitality 
Food 
Drink 

 
INR 432 
INR 60 

  Cab Charges for Guest INR 420 

  Printing INR 195 

TOTAL INR 800 TOTAL INR 1107 

 

TOP THREE WINNERS : 
 
• 1st Position : Ayesha Praveen 
 
• 2nd Position :Mamta Mittal 
 
• 3rd Position: Kartik Kaushik 
 
EVENT REPORT : 

 
 
 

A 100 EXPRESSIONS IN A MINUTE, “JUST A MINUTE” 
BY VANSHIKA KOHLI 

 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

VIPS, Pitampura, 2pm                                                                         7th November 2019 
 
 
Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies organised their annual cultural media fest, 
Spandan 2019. It had various events lined up for the youth. The fest was organised by the 
department of Journalism and Mass Communication. ‘ Just A Minute’,  of the event was held in 
the Video Studio which gave the students a platform to express their views through Slam Poetry, 
Dramatic monologue and Shayari.  
 
The Judges, Mr. Ravi Solanki, founder of The Social House and Ms. Dimpy Dua, co- founder 
of The Social House were welcomed with a sapling as a token of gratitude. Participants from 



various colleges spoke about social issues like depression, child sexual abuse, rape, poverty, girl 
and so on.  
 
Since, The topic were familiar with the audience they could connect well. Each participant 
expressed their views in a great way and eventually the results were declared at the end, Ayesha 
Praveen as the winner, Mamta Mittal as the runner up. The event was a great success. 
 
________________________________________________________________________
_ 
   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day Two 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 

U-SPECIAL SPANDAN INTERNATIONAL CAMPUS FILM 
FESTIVAL 

 
 
With an objectivity of creating platform for the next generation filmmakers,           
U Special International Campus Film Festival collaborated with        
Vivekananda School of Journalism and Mass Communication, Vivekananda        
Institute of Professional Studies, for its third edition to be organised as a part              
of Spandan  2019,  the  department’s  annual media festival. 
The festival, aimed at showcasing young filmmakers’ talent, in telling their           
stories, inspiring hope and provoking change through filmmaking. It created          
an exclusive platform for college students, young filmmakers to showcase          
their work, learn, meet senior filmmakers, and get hands on training network.            
It encourages and nurtures budding filmmakers by showcasing their work on           
the bigger screen as well as providing mentoring and networking          
opportunities to them. 
Starting from September 27, 2019, the first screening was organised at Delhi            
School of Journalism, University of Delhi. The campus saw the screening of            
seven films. The second campus was Zakir Husain College, University of Delhi            
on October 1, 2019, where four films were screened. The third was            
Management Education and Research Institute (MERI), under Guru Govind         
Singh Indraprastha University, where four films were screened. The fourth          
campus was Institute of Home Economics on October 18, 2019, where five            
movies were screened. The fifth was Shaheed Bhagat Singh on october 23,            
where four films were screened. The next one was Lady Irwin College to be              
held on November 5, 2019. 
 



THE BACKDROP 
 
 
Started in 2016, U-Special International Campus Film Festival is India’s one and only global campus               
film festival. The fest is a creative platform for the next generation of filmmakers to tell their stories,                  
inspire hope and provoke change through filmmaking. It is an exclusive platform for college students,               
young filmmakers to showcase their work, learn, meet senior filmmakers, get hands on training and               
network. It encourages and nurtures budding filmmakers by showcasing their work on the bigger              
screen as well as providing mentoring and networking opportunities to them. In its three editions, the                
festival has so far reach out to more than ten thousand student audience. Films from more than 50                  
prominent Indian and International universities and institutions have been screened in the festival. In              
2019, film screenings in more than 10 institutions in Delhi-NCR have been organised including              
colleges under Delhi University and Indraprastha University. 
An initiative of the organisers of globally acclaimed Woodpecker International Film Festival, this fest              
is poised to become the largest congregation of young minds in India, in the coming years. This                 
festival is a part of the 'Cinema for change' initiative launched by the organisers. 
 



CAMPUSES GALORE 
 

Delhi School of Journalism, University of Delhi 
 

U-Special campus film festival kicked started its 3rd edition in Delhi School of Journalism, University of                
Delhi in collaboration with VIPS SPANDAN 2019. The show started with introducing U-special and VIPS               
Spandan to the students and other audience members. U-special is a unique event which showcases films                
from all across the world made by the students itself. Audience was beaming with zeal and enthusiasm for                  
the screening which included short films, documentaries in vast array of genres. The hall was jam packed                 
all excited for the shower of creativity and uniqueness. A total of 7 films were screened in a duration of                    
3hours. The films that were screened included: 
 

 



Mirchi Café-Short Fiction 
This film is made by the students of 
whistling wood international. It's a gripping tale set in a cafe which harbours three stories; an ex serial killer                   
is set on a blind date but he suffers from withdrawal symptoms controlling urges to kill his date; To escape                    
a break up situation, a guy cons his girlfriend into believing that he is a contract 
killer; A death artist, an actor into believing that he is a contract killer; A death artist, who is practising or                     
doing method acting by dying in different places. 
 
Broker Street- Documentary 
An immensely informative documentary 
made by the aspiring students of National Institute of design, Kanpur tells us about the people who have                  
been working in/around shops and their core work is 
to call customers inside, to the shop they are working in and get the maximum 
entry. 

 
What is Water- Short Documentary 
A unique yet intriguing documentary 
made by the students of National Institute of Design, Ahemdabad sheds light on the prevalence and                
commonality of suicide and the helpline to prevent it. 
 
Do Ghante Ki Baat- Special Screening 
A short story presented by the 
students of National Institute of Design, Ahemdabad which beautifully tells the tale of a 17 year old                 
schoolgirl, Deepali. The film explores the nature of her fleeting aspirations and jealousies, and hints at the                 
significance that tiny instances hold in shaping her larger acceptance of truth. 
 
Disabilities- Short Documentary 
This documentary is made by the student of 
University of Theatre and Film ”I.L. Caragiale”, Bucharest, Romania. It is a portrait of Andrei               
(MiculGiganT), a boy who suffers from spastic tetraparesis. 
He has an online community he spends most of his time with. We get to see him fighting every day for                     
progress 
 



 
 

Below A Dark Wood- Short Fiction 
A mind numbing film made by the students of DePaul – College of Computing and Digital Media, USA.                  
the story unfolds the mystery around A missing woman. A troubled man. A dark wood full of mystery.                  
What moves among the trees? What secrets lie buried? And what comes creeping in the dead of night? 
 
I Just Want You To Know- Animation Film 
This film is made by the students of 
OCAD University, Canada. This film is a unique manifestation of creative expression. I Just Want You to                 
Know is a semi-autobiographical animation based on filmmaker experience dealing with different stages of              
grief from losing his mother. Dedicated to his mother, this film encourages the audience to express their                 
emotions to their loved ones. Before you know it, they are gone. 
All these amazing films satiated the students with their extreme creative expression. It gave students               
exposure and knowledge of films and filmmaking. Student’s interest was evident from the follow- up               
questions that they asked after the screening about films and U-Special itself. The show ended with the                 
felicitation ceremony with Mrs Manasvini Yogi, OSD Delhi School of Journalism. First screening of              
U-Special international film festival was a huge success. 
The Campus Ambassadors who handled this screening were namely: Hanifa Ahtesham, Manju, Palak             
Arora, Maannik Singh Vig, Mansi, Riya Garg, and Kritika Singh. 
 



Zakir Hussain Delhi College, University of Delhi 
 

U Special Spandan International Film in collaboration with VIPS SPANDAN 2019 held its second              
screening of the year with Zakir Hussain Delhi College, University of Delhi. The screening was attended by                 
two insightful Woodpecker winning film maker Achintya Malviya and Ludbhak Chatterjee. 
The programme startedwith the felicitation of the two filmmakers and the professor from Zakir Hussain               
Delhi Collegewith flowers. The theatre was fully packed with curious audience. The team showed four               
short films in the auditorium of the College. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



It was a combination of Indian and Foreign cinema namely 
 
Maharajin: 
It was a 30 min short film created by two aspiring filmmakers from IIT Guwahati, Darpan Bajaj and                  
Achintya Malviya. The story revolves around Gulab Maharajin, an inspiring woman who performed             
cremations over more than 60 years at Rasoolabad Ghat in Allahabad. The film introduces her life through                 
the eyes of poets, thinkers, priests and her own son. The lady with her faith and belief befriended even death                    
and changed the perspective of death in the mind of the people around her. 
 
Dalaal 

Street: The documentary was an observation about the people who have been working in/around shops and                
their core work is to call customers inside, to the shop they are working in and get the maximum customers                    
in to the shop. The film tried to capture the real essence of the broker street and the people working and                     
calling the people inside the stores. Richa Yadav tried to portray the optimism behind all the hard-working                 
hours. 
 
 

The Firefox Guardian: 
A beautiful documentary created by Gunjan Menon capturing the majestic and endangered Red Pandas              
native to the Eastern Himalayas and the people known as the firefox guardians. These 
guardians are local community around the region who have taken upon themselves to save these beautiful                
creatures of Nature. The documentary centrally follows a woman who is the first Firefox Guardian, what all                 
hardship she has face because of that. She described the feeling of being a guardian as a job of nurturing                    
and protecting these animals. 
 
Forest of Echoes: 
One summer holiday, deep in the woods, three kids, cousins, are playing around the lake when they find a                   
drowned young woman drifting in the water. The only fiction in the entire screening of the day. The film                   
tried to capture the mystery of the forests. The use of background score and ambience sounds are beautifully                  
balanced. 
 



 

The two filmmakers shared their words of wisdom on the journey of creating cinema and sharing it with the                   
world. 
Achintya Malviya, the co-creator of Maharajin with Darpan Bajaj discussed his journey. Mr. Malviya is               
from Allahabad and knew Maharajin from childhood, she lived a few miles away from him. They wanted to                  
portray death as feminine since it gives peace to the life of the people she touches. Their view was that                    
when talking about feminism, you don’t need to look for big names, it could be your next-door neighbor.                  
There is no audio or video of her and this was a conscious decision taken by the film makers because they                     
wanted to create her as a myth or something you can’t see just like death. 
 
Ludbhak Chatterjee said, “To be honest to your theme or else you won’t be able to communicate your                  
vision to the other collaborators and filmmaking is a collaborative process.” He also suggested to look at the                  
dearth of narrative around and to recognize the small things because everything, every moment has a story                 
to tell. He also discussed how digital media has democratized the whole art of film making. 
The screening ended with certificate distribution from U Special International Film Festival to the amazing               
filmmakers and a group photograph with the entire team of U-SPECIAL, the guests 
and Dr Ravi Ranjan from Zakir Hussain Delhi College. 
The Campus Ambassadors for this screening were: Arzoo vohra, Dishika Gupta, Pragya Singh, Abhin              
Sharma, Anmol Dham, Muskan Sinha, Mehar Malhotra, Manish Pandey, Riya Garg, Abheet Gupta, and              
Devyani Chopra. 
 



Management, Education and Research Institute 
 
 
 
 

U-SPECIAL Screening in collaboration with VIPS SPANDAN 2019 at MERI College. U Special             
International Film in collaboration with VIPS SPANDAN 2019 held its third screening of the year with                
Management Education & Research Institute (MERI) College. Rao Narender Yadav, the director founder of              
U-Special International Film Festival, expressed his vision and purpose behind introducing this global             
festival. Vivek Sinha and Shambhu Sahu also shed their words of wisdom and meaningful experiences.               
Shambhu Sahu conducted an insightful session on film appreciation. 
The Programme started with the felicitation of the two of our guest and the professor from MERI College                  
with flowers. The theatre was fully packed with curious audience. The team showed four short films in the                  
auditorium of the College. 
It was a combination of Indian and Foreign cinema namely: 
 
The Firefox Guardian: 
A beautiful documentary created by Gunjan Menon capturing the majestic and endangered Red Pandas              
native to the Eastern Himalayas and the people known as the Firefox guardians. The film provides a unique                  
window into the lives of the Forest Guardians. These guardians are local community around the region who                 
have taken upon themselves to save these beautiful creatures of Nature. The documentary centrally follows               
a woman who is the first Firefox Guardian, what 
all hardship she has face because of that. She described the feeling of being a guardian as a job of nurturing                     
and protecting these animals. 
 
Do Ghante Ki Baat:The 
film 2 Ghante ki baat created by Ashwarya Aggarwal. The Story revolves around the 17 years old                 
schoolgirl and explores the nature of her fleeting aspirations and jealousies, and hints at the significance that                 
tint instances hold in shaping her large acceptance of truth. 
 



Dalaal Street: 
The documentary was an observation about the people who have been working in/around shops and their                
core work is to call customers inside, to the shop they are working in and get the maximum customers in to                     
the shop. The film tried to capture the real essence of the broker street and the people working and calling                    
the people inside the stores. Richa Yadav tried to portray the optimism behind all the hard-working hours. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forest of Echoes: 



One summer holiday, deep in the woods, three kids, cousins, are playing around  the lake when they find a 
drowned young woman drifting in the water. The only fiction in the entire screening of the day. The film 
tried to captures the mystery of the forests. 
The use of background score and ambience sounds are beautifully balanced. Speaking on the occasion,  
 
 
 
 

Vivek Sinha is a senior journalist, author and filmmaker. For more than a decade he has worked with                  
prominent print publications in the country including The Times of India, Hindustan Times, Tehelka and               
Financial Chronicle. As a filmmaker he has made several short films on Kashmir. His much talked about                 
documentary “Muzaffarnagar Aaakhir Kyon” has been widely screened in film festivals and campuses             
across India. He share the word on the how the Research and Writing adds the flavour to the script of the                     
film. 
Shambhu Sahu is a journalist-turned-author and book publishing professional with over 14 years of              
commendable experience with top-notch media and publishing organisations. 
As a journalist, he has written extensively on Cinema for The Times of India, 'The Indian Express and Press                   
Trust of India. An alumni of 'Indian Institute of Mass Communication', he has also done a Certificate                 
Courses in Film Appreciation conducted by Film & Television Institute of India (FTII), Pune; Directorate               
of Film Festivals (DFF), Delhi; and National Film Archives of India(NFAI), Pune. He shared the               
information on the history of films and talked about rules of the film shots and the camera usage etc. 
The screening ended with certificate distribution from U Special International Film Festival to the amazing               
filmmakers and a group photograph with the entire team of U-SPECIAL, the guests and the professor form                 
Management Education & Research Institute (MERI) College. 
The Campus Ambassadors were Hanifa Ahtesham, Shreya Gulati, Komal Goyal, Pragati Jain, Apoorv             
Choudhary and Shivam Khurana. 
 



Institute of Home Economics, University of   Delhi 

The Campus Ambassadors: Arzoo Vohra, Abheet Gupta, Apoorv Choudhary, Sanchit Sharma, Pragati Jain,             
Shreya Gulati, Komal Goyal U Special International Film in collaboration with VIPS SPANDAN 2019 held               
its fourth screening of the year with Institute of Home Economics, University of Delhi. The programme                
started with the Teachers from Institute of Home Economics with flowers. The theatre was fully packed                
with curious audience. The team showed four short films in the auditorium of the College. It was a                  
combination of Indian and Foreign cinema namely: 
Do Ghante Ki Baat: 

The film explores the nature of the fleeting aspirations andjealousies,and hints at the significance that tiny                
instances hold in shaping the larger truth. 
 
Forest of Echoes: 
One summer holiday, deep in the woods, three kids, cousins, are playing around the lake when they find a                   
drowned young woman drifting in the water. The only fiction in the entire screening of the day. The film                   
tried to captures the mystery of the forests. The use of background score and ambience sounds are                 
beautifully balanced. 
 

 
 



Dalaal 
Street: The documentary was an observation about the people who have been working in/around shops and                
their core work is to call customers inside, to the shop they are working in and get the maximum customers                    
in to the shop. The film tried to capture the real essence of the broker street and the people working and                     
calling the people inside the stores. Richa Yadav tried to portray the optimism behind all the hard-working                 
hours. 
 
The Firefox Guardian: 

A beautiful documentary created byGunjan Menon capturing the majestic and endangered Red Pandas             
native to theEastern Himalayas and the people known as the firefox guardians. Theseguardians are local               
community around the region who have taken upon themselvesto save these beautiful creatures of Nature.               
The documentary centrally followsa woman who is the first Firefox Guardian, what all hardship she has                
facebecause of that. She described the feeling of being a guardian as a job ofnurturing and protecting these                  
animals. 
The screening ended with interviews of a few students of the Institute of Home Economics and a group                  
photograph with the entire team of U-SPECIAL 
 



Shaheed Bhagat Singh College, University of Delhi 
 
 

Shaheed Bhagat became the fifth stop of U-Special Film Screening in collaboration with VIPS SPANDAN               
2019. The crowd was rather small but highly curious and inquisitive. 
They were highly enthusiastic towards the films and made their emotions known as soon as the films were                  
over. For this screening the campus ambassadors of VIPS collaborated with the Film Society of Shaheed                
Bhagat Singh to hold the screening on October 23, 2019. The programme was initiated with the felicitation                 
of the Film Society of Shaheed Bhagat Singh followed by a token of thanks to the college for their time.                    
The screening premiered 5 films. It was a combination of Indian and Foreign cinema namely: 
 
Mirchi Café: 
This movie became the most appreciative of the lot. The linear story lines of the different character with                  
only one central point of intersection with Mirchi Café was highly praised. The movie was beautifully                
edited and hooked the audience till the very last. 
 

 
 



 

Do Ghante Ki Baat: 
This movie evoked a more sentimental aspect in the mind of the audience. The film portrays different                 
aspirations, emotions of jealousy associated at the time puberty. It also gives emphasis to the smaller                
instances that builds a deeper impression on the personality of an individual. 
 
Matter: 
This 25 min shot film deals with the problems associated with teenagers and their ways to show swagger to                   
their peers and also touches upon the meaning of compromise and solving a situation. The shots are                 
beautifully taken with jarring camera movements to make the audience feel more invested. 
 
Disabilities: 
This film touches upon a more sensitive topic of disabilities and how a person has not given up but molded                    
his life upon it. This story from Romania centralizes the story around a boy who suffers from spastic                  
tetraparesis. 
 
Abu Adnan 
:This story shows a very delicate father-son relationship. The film revolvesaround a refugee doctor from               
Syria, has just received a Danish residencepermit, and is about to embark on establishing a new life in rural                   
Denmarktogether with his son Adnan. The story also signifies the relevance of languageand the problem               
that arises due to communication gap and generation gap 
 
 
 
It was an amazing experience for the students as well as the team of U-Special to showcase such amazing                   
movies and to live the emotions together. The Student ambassadors were Hanifa Ahtesham, Palak Rana,               
Manju, Muskan Sinha, Sanchit Sharma and Kunal Madaan. 
 



Lady Irwin College, University of Delhi 
 

 
 

Lady Irwin College became the Sixth stop of U-Special Film Screening in collaboration with VIPS               
SPANDAN 2019. The crowd was highly curious and inquisitive. They were highly enthusiastic towards the               
films and made their emotions known as soon as the films were over. For this screening the campus                  
ambassadors of VIPS collaborated with'CHITRIKA' the Film Society of Lady Irwin to hold the screening               
on November 5, 2019. The programme was initiated with the felicitation of the Film Society of Lady Irwin                  
followed by a token of thanks to the college for their time. The screening premiered 6 films. 
The U-Special Spandan International Film Festival was successfully 

concluded under proper the guidance of Prof Sidharth Mishra, chairperson, VSJMC & VSIT,VIPS and              
Prof Dr. Charulata Singh, Dean, VSJMC. The campus ambassadors were thoroughlymentored and            
guided by faculty-in-charge Dr Praveen K Singh. 
 



The Screening was a combination of Indian and Foreign cinema namely: 
 
Mirchi Café-Short Fiction 
This film is made by the students of whistling wood international. It's a gripping tale set in a cafe which                    
harbours three stories; an ex serial killer is set on a blind date but he suffers from withdrawal symptoms                   
controlling urges to kill his date; To escape a break up situation, a guy cons his girlfriend into believing that                    
he is a contract killer; A death artist, an actor into believing that he is a contract killer; A death artist, who is                       
practising or doing method acting by dying in different places. 
 
Broker Street- Documentary 
An immensely informative documentary made by the aspiring students of National Institute of design,              
Kanpur tells us about the people who have been working in/around shops and their core work is to call                   
customers inside, to the shop they are working in and get the maximum 
 
The Firefox G.uardian: 
A beautiful documentary created by Gunjan Menon capturing the majestic and endangered Red Pandas              
native to the Eastern Himalayas and the people known as the firefox guardians. These 
guardians are local community around the region who have taken upon themselves to save these beautiful                
creatures of Nature. The documentary centrally followsa woman who is the first Firefox Guardian, what all                
hardship she has face because of that. She described the feeling of being a guardian as a job of nurturing                    
and protecting these animals. 
 
Forestof Echoes: 
One summer holiday, deep in the woods, three kids, cousins, are playing around the lake when they find a                   
drowned young woman drifting in the water. The only fiction in the entire screening of the day. The film                   
tried to captures the mystery of the forests. The use of background score and ambience sounds are                 
beautifully balanced. 
 



I Just Want You To Know- Animation Film 
This film is made by the students of OCAD University, Canada. This film is a unique manifestation of                  
creative expression. I Just Want You to Know is a semi -autobiographical animation based on filmmaker                
experience dealing with different stages of grief from losing his mother. Dedicated to his mother, this film                 
encourages the audience to express their emotions to their loved ones. Before you know it, they are gone. 
All these amazing films satiated the students with their extreme creative expression. It gave students               
exposure and knowledge of films and filmmaking. Student’s interest was evident from the follow- up               
questions that they asked after the screening about films and U-Special itself. The show ended with the                 
felicitation ceremony with Mrs Manasvini Yogi, OSD Delhi School of Journalism. First screening of              
U-Special international film festival was a huge success. 
The Campus Ambassadors who handled this screening were namely: Hanifa Ahtesham, Manju, Palak             
Arora, Maannik Singh Vig, Mansi, Riya Garg, and Kritika Singh. 
 

Do Ghante Ki Baat: 
This movie evoked a more sentimental aspect in the mind of the audience. The film portrays different                 
aspirations, emotions of jealousy associated at the time puberty. It also gives emphasis to the smaller                
instances that builds a deeper impression on the personality of an individual. 
 



Festival Jury 

Brief Profile of Festival Jury Members 

Dr. Ashish Chopra, Jury Chairperson 

Dr. Ashish Chopra is the former Honorary Advisor to the Governor of Mizoram and the 
former Social Development Advisor to Assam Rifles. He is culinary historian, travel writer, Television              
host, food critic and photographer. He was the Executive Director of the Institute for Environmental               
Management and Social Development when he decided to take permanent sabbatical to pursue his passion               
for food and travel. He is now dedicating his quality time as a culinary historian, food critic and mentor. 
 
Dibyajeevan Mohapatra 

Dibyajeevan Mohapatra is a passionate filmmaker, 
traveller, and photographer. Hailing from Sambalpur, Odisha, he mostly spends his time in Pondicherry and               
Delhi. He gave up his corporate job for the love of travel and filmmaking. He has been associated with                   
some prestigious project for Google, Nokia, Nikon and Cairn Energy. Since 2013 he is involved in creating                 
awareness on the art of photography and film making in Western Odisha. Dibyajeevan considers himself a                
much more enthusiastic traveller when he has a camera in his hand. 
 
Sanyog Mohite 

Sanyog Mohite is Pune based film maker and has special intererst in making films on environmental issues.                 
His films have been nominated at various film festivals around the world and have also won various                 
prestigious awards like Best Film at 'Ecofest 2010' and 'Vasundhara Mitra Puraskar 2014'. His film 'Now                
You?' was finalist at Rainforest Partnership's 'Film for the Forest' festival and was screened at George                
Washington Carver Museum and Cultural Center. 
 



Prescilla Zinyu 

Prescilla Zinyu, is a Freelance Photographer, Structural Engineer and a film buff is currently documenting               
ancient traditional recipes of India, tribal culture and art forms. She has been a film enthusiast since her                  
childhood and enjoys both Art and Commercial cinema. 

Gajendra Rai 

Gajendra Rai is a social sector expert with specialization in social research. With more than a decade of                  
experience in research, monitoring & evaluation sector. 
Designing research plans, development of M&E tools, facilitating fieldwork, formulating analysis plan and             
writing reports are the key expertise areas. He has been a part of large scale research studies for several                   
prominent organizations including various ministries, World Bank, UNICEF, Care India, Magic Bus            
Foundation, IKEA, JHU etc. 
 



About U Special Film Festival Director 

Rao Narender Yadav 

Rao Narender Yadav is the Founder-Director of U-Special International Campus Film Festival. A senior              
journalist, media educator and communication expert, he has worked on a diverse range of projects from                
environment and public health to agri-business and rural communications. His work gives him ample              
opportunity to travel throughout the country, meet people, explore cultures and learn the basics of life. 
A firm believer in the efficacy of communication for social development and change, Yadav has been a                 
relentless crusader towards minimizing the communication deficit and information gap among people.            
During the last two-decades, as a media professional, academician, media trainer, and child rights expert, he                
has been exploring and experimenting with myriad forms of 
communication to facilitate sustained dialogue amongst various stakeholders and thereby bridging the            
information gap, particularly in the far flung areas of the country. 
As storyteller, he took a pioneering initiative in 2013 to popularise issue-based cinema in the country                
through Woodpecker International Film Festival (WIFF). Today, it is counted among the most respected              
and credible film festivals across the globe. He is also the brain behind India’s only global campus film                  
festival – U Special International Campus Film Festival, which aims to popularise work done by student                
filmmakers and also make serious endeavours to take this content to various campuses across the country. 
 
Yadav has been working in the state of Chhattisgarh, particularly in the conflict zone, to improve the                 
efficacy of Child Rights in the state. He was instrumental in forming a group of 300 rural journalists in                   
Chhattisgarh, as part of the Media Collective for Child Rights (MCCR) in collaboration with UNICEF, to                
ensure issues related to children in the state are regularly reported. MCCR has gradually developed as a                 
powerful pressure group in the state of Chhattisgarh. 
Born in Rewari district of Haryana, Narender Yadav was brought up in Delhi and did his graduation and                  
post-graduation from Kirorimal College of Delhi University. A recipient of several awards and accolades,              
he now utilises his time exploring and assessing the potential of newly emerging communication tools for                
the betterment of rural India. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPANDAN ON AIR 
1. Event Brief 
 



The belief that everybody is a communicator seems the reality of our time. Conveying your               
thoughts, ideas, opinions in a relatable yet captivating sense is the key to create something               
magical. But is social media enough to bring out your best skill set? 
Spandan On-Air brings the stage and the big opportunity for budding RJs who have always               
dreamt of being behind the microphone! Partnering with fever 104, Spandan On-Air is a big shot                
chance to explore and experience at VIPS Spandan 2019. 

2. Objective of the event 
 
The objective of the event was to promote Radio as a Mass Communication Vehicle, and to                
provide a platform to aspiring Radio Jockeys. 
  
3. Road Map 
 
During our third semester we got the chance to experience and learn radio as a discipline of mass                  
communication. It was such an enlightening experience to get to know the inside out of radio as                 
a vehicle of communication. We (Jasmine Shah and Riya Sethi) both held radio close to their                
hearts and went for an internship at Fever 104 FM and Radio One respectively, to feed their                 
desire to understand radio closely. After an amazing experience we collaborated as event             
coordinators to bring up the hunt in a hope to provide others the same experience and                
opportunity. With a team of just two people, we managed to get India’s most popular and                
Biggest Radio channel Fever 104 FM and their Best RJ, Mr. Rahul Makin, partner with us for                 
Spandan On-Air. After facing a few rejections, we were still able to get a great Monetary and                 
in-kind sponsorship from Escobar-The Hideout, a Pablo Escobar Themed Cafe in Rohini. After             
getting many entries, we shortlisted them to 16. Spandan On-Air was Conducted on November 8,               
2019 at the main stage of VIPS in the presence of RJ Rahul Makin, Dean and Faculty members                  
of VSJMC. 
 
Event Details 
 
Date : November 8, 2019 
Time   :  10 AM to 1 PM 
Venue :  Main Stage, VIPS 

  

GUIDELINES FOR THE EVENT: 
 
1. Final participation will comprise 20-25 participants only.  
2. The hunt consists of two rounds. Round 1 will have a dedicated theme i.e. Water                
Conservation. Round 2 (consisting 15 qualifying Participants) would be "IMPROVISE. ADAPT.           
OVERCOME." in which contestants would perform on the spot or impromptu. 
3. Each participant will get 3 minutes to perform. Participants are requested to adhere to the time                 
duration. 
4. Only original content is allowed. Plagiarism will lead to disqualification. 
5. The content should be clean. Should not include any cuss word. 



6. The content should be related to the theme i.e. ‘Water Conservation’. 
7. College ID and Screenshot of the final Payment of every participant will be required for                
verification. 
8. Immediate disqualification on using any unfair means. 

REGISTRATION FEE: ₹50 

Number of Participants = 16 
 
4. LIST OF STUDENTS/PARTICIPANTS 

 

NAME COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 

Anamika Bhatia Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Dhriti Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Ankita Pahwa Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Saloni Sharma Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Tanmir Singh Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Juhi Jaitly Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Deven Gupta Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Niharika Nanda Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Deepti Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Eshaan Arora Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Aman Singh Jamia Millia Islamia 

Sangam Gulia Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Muskaan Malhotra Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Shivani Banasthali University 

Kevin Sam Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

Vaibhav Bhatia Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

 
List of the Team Members 
 



1. Riya Sethi 
2. Jasmine Shah  
 
5. Minutes of the Meeting 
 
Spandan On-Air went smoothly with the efforts of the duo (Riya Sethi and Jasmine Shah) and                
especially the Faculty Coordinator – Ms. Aneela Tahilramani. At the first meeting with her, the               
team coordinators explained to her the idea of the RJ hunt and the level of opportunity and                 
experience it was bringing along. She gave her full support for organising the competitive event. 

In the second meeting, with the Dean VSJMC, Prof. (Dr) Charulata Singh, the budget of the                
event was thus approved and the deadline for the sponsorship was given. 

The next meeting was with the owner of Escobar-The Hideout, Mr. Aditya Gupta, for the               
sponsorship of the event. After going over the details of the event and exchanging clauses of                
mutual benefits, Mr. Aditya Gupta signed the MoU with VIPS Spandan for putting up a stall at                 
Spandan along with providing food coupons for the same. The meeting was attended by Riya               
Sethi and Jasmine Shah. Escobar-The hideout Put up a stall on both days of the event. The star                  
guest and jury of the event RJ Rahul Makin was picked up from his residence on 8th November                  
for the event and after a great and successful event he was dropped back to his workplace. 
 
6. Details of the work done with support documents 
 
7. List of Guest/Jury and their Profiles 
 
RJ Rahul Makin, Fever 104 FM (Profile) 
 
OCCUPATION: Radio Jockey, TEDx Speaker, Voice Over Artist, Digital Media, Advertising,           
Model, Actor, Social-Media Influencer, member of the Advisory Committee of International           
Polytechnic for Women, one of the core faculties at Heritage Institute of Management &              
Communication and conducts workshops and training at mass communications institutes in           
India. 
RADIO CHANNELS: AIR, 92.7 Big FM, 104.8 Oye! FM, Fever 104 FM. 
RADIO/TV SHOWS HOSTED: Music of my Choice, Yaadein, Big Chai, Hostel Classics,            
Ishqiya, Pyaar ka punchnama. 
AWARDS RECEIVED: LIMCA BOOK OF RECORD for continuously hosting a radio show            
for 105 hours, Best RJ award by All Journalists Association for Best RJ, Delhi Ratan Award for                 
the Best RJ, Media Achievers Award for best RJ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8. Selected photographs of the event along with photo captions. 

 

 
From L to R: Riya Sethi and Jasmine Shah (Event Coordinators), RJ Rahul Makin and 
Rashi Sethi (CMT) 
 
 
9. Budget  

 
Budget Expenditure: 
● Rs. 5000/- for Prize Money 
● Rs. 1000/- for Refreshments and Lunch for the Jury 
● Rs. 1100/- for Pickup of Guest 
 
Sponsorship plus Registrations: 
● Sponsorship Money from Escobar- The Hideout = 10,000 INR + Food Coupons worth             
Rs. 5000/- 
● Registration money = Rs. 800/- 
 
 MoUs Signed with Mr. Rahul Makin (Fever 104) and Escobar-The Hideout: 
 
Pictures of Sponsorship Cheque from Escobar-The Hideout:  



KAVYA MANCH 

 

Event coordinator 

Mukul Tayal- 5B 

Ritu Raj    - 5B 

Rajan      - 5B 

1. Brief of the Event 

VSJMC organized “SPANDAN-2019”, THE Annual Departmental Fest on 7th and 8th           
November.One of the events organized was ‘KAVYA MANCH’ which was organized for the             
students who have interest and enthusiasm in Hindi poetry. It was a competitive event in a                
creative way. 

2. Objective of the event  

The objective of the event was to promote Hindi language. And to provide a platform to aspiring                 
poets.  

3. Road map 

After the registration process we selected 16 participants out of 21 registered participants. Two              
days before the event we mailed a confirmation message to all the selected participants . In the                 
starting of the event the judge gave a special performance in which he stated the importance of                 
Hindi language and shared his few poems with the audience. After this all the 16 participants                
performed their self-written poems. Their poem consists of various topics including childhood,            
domestic violence, child labor, female foeticide, love and affection etc. After this there were few               
special performances by the event coordinators followed by the audience. At the end the guest               
judge announced the result and gave review to the participants. 



 

4. List of selected participants 

SNO
. 

Name  Email Contact Number STATUS 

1 Chaitanya Sobti leodude010@gmail.com 8700395231 SELECTED 

2 Nukul Kapoor Nakul.kapoor207@gmail.com 886604844 SELECTED 

3 Shivesh Pandey shivesh200012@gmail.com 7503588797 SELECTED 

4 Riddhi Gupta riddhi1998gupta@gmail.com 7986662919 SELECTED 

5 Khushank Raj Mahawan 

 

khushankrajmahawan@gmail.com 9711082330 SELECTED 

6 Mohak Gandhi gandhimohak@gmail.com 9205234985 SELECTED 

7 Rashi sethi rashisethi19@gmail.com 9911835626 SELECTED 

8 Vaishali bansal vaishalibansal2604@gmail.com +91 89200 33205 SELECTED 

9 Muskan Malohotra Muskanmalhotra123@gmail.com 8587022762 SELECTED 

10 KARTIK kaushik krtkksk@gmail.com 7503588797 SELECTED 

11 Ruby Bansal ruby22bansal@gmail.com 9818678779 SELECTED 

12 Shivam Khurana shivamkhurana5050@gmail.com 917838455354 SELECTED 

13 Shivam Prakash shivamprakash073@gmail.com 8986692186 SELECTED 

14 Akshita chowdhury 

 

akshitachowdhury@gmail.com 7042534653 SELECTED 

15 Khushal Singh singh.khushal07@gmail.com 7838971161 SELECTED 

 

16 Preksha Singhal singhal.preksha16@gmail.com 9910086815 SELECTED 
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5. Minutes of meetings 

 

In the first meeting with Mrs. Aneela Ma’am we briefed her about the event. What we want to do                   
in Spandan 2019. What is the idea behind organizing our event. 

 

In the second meeting we explained our event through ppt and suggested some names for our                
event with event rules and regulation, and the registration process . 

 

In the third meeting we decided our target audience , theme of our event, and also finalized our                  
event Judge/Guest.  

 

In the fourth meeting we created registration form through Google form which include all the               
necessary information regarding our event. 

 

In the fifth meeting we filled the requisition form for all the respective departments. 

 

6. Details of the work done with support documents 

 

7.  Judge for the Event. 

 

Dr. Sunil kumar Mishra  
VIPS faculty in VSJMC department 

 

Completed Ph.D. in 2012. 

Cleared NET conducted by U.G.C. in December 2005 while completed post-graduation in 2006 
along with Gold medal 

Done Diploma in Photography and Diploma in Computer Application 

Presented 3 of his research papers in International seminars and 6 in national seminars 

Worked as a script editor in a TV channel ‘G’ in Varanasi 



 

8. Photograph. 

 

In the end of Kavya manch Event guest Dr. Sunil Kumar mishra , with  participants and event 
coordinators. 

9. Event Budget 

Total Amount collected from the registration process : 630 Rupees 

Total Amount of Expenditure in Event 

First Prize winner                     1000 

Participants Refreshments              1092 rupees 

Printing cost                          100 rupees 

Lights and other things                  100 rupees 

Guest food and Goodies                 767 rupees 

 

Total Expenditure                     3059 rupees.  



BETWEEN THE LINES- TTT 
1. Event Brief 

“I was once a bard, Now I’m a modern Storyteller 
I did spin fables of old, Now I’m just a thought-provoking fella 
The world spun with the winds of change,  
I changed too. 
I promise to bedazzle the world without fail 
From spinning fables to telling stories, 
I’ve now evolved… 
Into a Terribly Tiny Tale.” 

Today, everybody is a writer. Penning your thoughts in a way which makes people yell and                
scream ‘That is so true!!’ has become the norm for everyone in the online writer community. But                 
how does one achieve that level of creativity and expression? How to balance between creating               
suspense and embracing brevity? Quintessentially, it all comes down to the big one – How to                
write with flair in today’s world? 

This writing workshop by Terribly Tiny Tales is a mecca for people who are interested in                
learning the ins and outs of this ancient yet modern art. For those who love to play with words                   
and fashion themselves a modern Shakespeare, this workshop will definitely inspire them to             
reach new heights. For those who simply want to peek inside the heads of accomplished writers                
of ‘ttt’, this workshop is a golden opportunity at VIPS Spandan 2019.  

Event Details 

● Date    : November 8, 2019 
● Time   :  1PM to 4PM 
● Venue :  Auditorium, B-Block, VIPS 

Guidelines:  

1. Anyone can register for the workshop. 

2. The availability of seats depends on a first come first serve basis. 

3. Participants cannot leave before the workshop is over. 

4. College ID of every participant will be required for verification. 

5. All the participants are required to maintain the decorum and conduct themselves in a               
professional manner.  

6. The participants will be encouraged to indulge in fruitful interactions with the ttt Writers and                
Curators. 



REGISTRATION FEE: ₹100 

Number of Participants = 97 

2. Objectives 

● To facilitate quintessential writing skills required in today's marketing industry among           
the media students. 
● To inculcate among students the idea of critical thinking while formulating content, so             
that originality shines through in their writing. 
● As ttt is known for creating content that is relatable to all, this workshop will help                
students recognise what's relevant for whom. 
● Provides opportunity to media students to know what sells, especially to budding content             
developers. 
● Learning experience for those who want to build a career in Advertising, Digital Media              
Marketing and Public Relations 
● ttt is a well-known platform for storytellers which has the power to influence millions              
globally. This workshop has huge potential for increasing Footfall for Spandan 2019. 
● As one of their deliverables is marketing about Spandan across all their platforms and              
media networks, this association will be both fruitful and advantageous for our college. 

3. Road Map 

As part of VIPS Spandan 2017, Awiral Grover, a first year at the time, accrued valuable learning                 
experience. But, what that student looked forward to the most was a writing workshop which               
might help him hone his skills and test him enough to overcome his limits. Alas, the opportunity                 
to attend such a workshop eluded him for two more years. Hence, when Awiral finally had a                 
chance to organise an event of his own, he jumped at the chance to welcome one of the world’s                   
leading voices on writing and storytelling – terribly tiny tales to VIPS Spandan 2019. After               
going through numerous ups and downs, Awiral took charge of organising ‘Between the Lines’              
as the team coordinator. With a team of around 10 students, the event successfully got a                
whopping monetary and in-kind sponsorship from Coko Stores, Delhi – a lifestyle products store              
based out of Hong Kong. Finally, after registering almost a hundred entries for the workshop,               
Between the Lines was conducted on 8 November, 2019 in the college auditorium by ttt’s chief                
curator – Joel Thottan. 

4. List of Students  

1. Awiral Grover 
2. DrishtiPiplani 
3. NirmaanRelia 
4. Arzoo Vohra 
5. Abhinav Singh 
6. Aakriti Sharma 



7. MehakSahni 
8. Devaagya Chawla 
9. Shubhika 
10. Akansha 

5. Minutes of the Meeting 

The writing workshop was a success due to the salubrious efforts of the entire team and                
especially the Faculty Coordinator – Ms.AneelaTahilramani. At the first meeting with her, the             
team coordinator – Awiral Grover proposed to her the idea to conduct a writing workshop for the                 
benefit of the students. After perusing the proposal for the event, Aneela ma’am gave her full                
support for organising Between the Lines.  

In the next meeting with the Dean VSJMC, Prof. (Dr) Charulata Singh, the budget of the event                 
was thus approved and it the deadline for the sponsorship was given to the team.  

The next meeting was held with the Marketing and Strategic Director of Coko Stores for the                
sponsorship of the event. After going over the details of the event and weighing all the pros,                 
Coko Store, Delhi signed the MoU with VIPS Spandan to sponsor Between the Lines. This               
meeting was attended by Awiral Grover and Drashti Piplani. 

Finally, Awiral Grover and NirmaanRelia from the team went to pick up the chief curator of ttt –                  
Mr. Joel Thottan from the Indira Gandhi International Airport, and finalised the proceedings of              
the event over an informal dinner on the night of November 7, 2019. 

6. Details of Work Done  

7. List of Judges  

Chief Curator of TTT – Mr Joel Thottan 

 



Joel Thottan feels that bios are the toughest to write. Having always believed that the best                
lessons are learned beyond the classroom, he did his first full-time job at the e-commerce startup,                
Daddy’s Capes while simultaneously completing his final year in college. During his brief stint              
there, he headed the copy and content department along with ideating new product lines and               
managing alliances.In college, he was also the co-founder, director and head writer of Weaver              
Films (a four-member YouTube short film collective). His films have been featured on multiple              
popular publishing websites and his first brand film for the New York-based app Lettrs was               
screened in 23 countries via the app. 

After college, he went on to work as a Digital Strategist at the digital advertising agency,                
FoxyMoron, where he managed popular brands like Garnier Men, GarnierFructis, Old Spice, and             
Reliance Digital. Having worked with all sorts of clients, he feels deadlines are nice, challenges               
are nicer, and questions should never be held back. He loves stories as much as he loves                 
experimenting with them and has conducted guest lectures for students in colleges. In 2015, he               
finally joined India’s most loved storytelling platform - Terribly Tiny Tales as the Lead in Brand                
Collaborations. From there, he worked his way up to become Assistant Curator, and is currently               
the Chief Curator of the content on the Terribly Tiny Tales app. Having led the curation on                 
TTT’s first ever book, he hopes he’ll write one himself someday.In his free time, Joel loves                
drinking tea and binging television shows. His first TEDx talk was about seeking new first               
experiences and how they shape us. 

8. Selected Photographs 

 

9. Budget 

Expenditure: 

● Professional fee for workshop = 23,600 INR 
● Travel Tickets for Mr. Joel Thottan = 7,168 INR 
● Cab Fare for transport of Joel = 490 INR 
● Lunch Expenses = 200 INR 
● Accommodation for Joel = 2,509 INR 
● Total = 33,967 INR 

Sponsorship plus Registrations: 

● Sponsorship Money from Coko Store = 25,000 INR 
● Registration money = 9700 INR 
● Total = 34,700 INR 

 

 



MoUs Signed with Terribly Tiny Tales and Coko Store

 

  



BATTLE OF BANDS  
 

1. Event Brief 
 
Battle Of Bands is the musical war where harmonies collide and melodies fight. It is the biggest                 
test of a musician, be it his skill or his temperament. At VIPS Spandan 2019, 4 bands (Instead of                   
initially decided 5) fought for the ultimate victory - the musical glory. 
 
Date - November 7, 2019 
Time - 1pm-4pm 
Venue - Main Stage, VIPS 
 
2. Objectives 
 
1. To encourage young talent 
2. Giving a platform to various musical bands to showcase their skills 
3. To show band competitions in a positive light. 
 
3. Road map 
 
Due to the tightest of schedules early on, Battle of Bands was nowhere in the picture for VIPS                  
Spandan 2019 but with certain adjustments and some events being cancelled, the same was given               
a green signal two weeks before the event days. The team therefore quickly got the event                
announced on various social media handles of VIPS Spandan 2019 along with the necessary              
details and began the registration process on October 23, 2019. At the same time, the team                
worked on a list of potential sponsors and started pitching. The preliminary round ended on               
November 2, 2019 and 5 bands were selected for the final round with three other kept on                 
standby. Unfortunately, out of the selected 5, two teams backed out and considering the event               
taking place after Battle of Bands was the finale - ‘Dastaan-e-Cinema’ musical play, the number               
of finalists was reduced to 4 with one band selected from the three kept on standby. The event                  
eventually got a sponsorship of Rs 10,000 from Bansi Wala sweets and was conducted on               
November 8, 2019. 
 
4. List of students 
 
Amandeep Singh Gour 
Ashish Ghai 
Kashish Dua 



Manasvi 
Mehak Verma 
5. Minutes of the meetings held 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING (1st) 

Date of Meeting: 
(DD/MM/YYYY) 

18/10/2019 Time: 4:00pm 

Minutes 
Prepared By: 

Nihit Sachdeva Location: Room 407, B- Block, 
VIPS, Delhi 

1. Meeting Objective 

Planning of the event ‘Battle of Bands’ for VIPS Spandan 2019 

2. Attendance at Meeting 

Name Department/Division E-mail Phone 

Dr Aneela 
Tahilramani 

Faculty Coordinator aneela.tahilramani@vips.e
du 

9818128577 

Nihit Sachdeva Student Coordinator nihitsachdeva28@gmail.co
m 

9536739739 

Muskan Seth Student Coordinator sethmuskan74gmail.com 9953336290 

Amandeep Singh 
Gour 

Production aman.gour0@gmail.com 9009715746 

Ashish Ghai QRT ashishghai1012@gmail.co
m 

9872115550 



Kashish Dua Editorial kashishdua166@gmail.com 9958054763 

Manasvi Hospitality nailwalmanasvi@gmail.co
m 

9811672386 

Mehak Verma Editorial mehakv68@gmail.com 9560802035 

Preetika Bhachu Editorial preetika1801@gmail.com 8447585081 

Ridham Arora Hospitality ridhama98@gmail.com 9877326794 

Ronak Gandhi QRT ronakgandhi710@gmail.co
m 

7060144407 

Utkarsh Rampal QRT utkarsh.rampal17@gmail.c
om 

9837924867 

3. Agenda and Notes, Decisions, Issues 

Topic Owner Time 

Briefing about the event ‘Battle of Bands’ Muskan Seth 4:00pm 

Relevance of the event in VIPS Spandan 2019 Dr Tahilramani 4:05pm 

Rules and Regulations of the event; Jury Nihit Sachdeva 4:10pm 

Registration Process Mehak Verma 4:20pm 



Technical requirements Amandeep Singh 
Gour 

4:25pm 

Budget; potential sponsors Ashish Ghai 4:30pm 

Content for the poster and online promotions Kashish Dua 4:35pm 

Hospitality of the judges Manasvi 4:40pm 

Number of QRT members required for the event Ronak Gandhi 4:45pm 

Coordination with the bands Ridham Arora, 
Utkarsh Rampal 

4:50pm 

        

  

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING (2nd) 

Date of 
Meeting: 
(DD/MM
/YYYY) 

21/10/2019 Time: 11:40 am 

Minutes 
Prepared 

By: 

Nihit Sachdeva Location: Dean’s Office, 
VSJMC, B- 

Block, VIPS, Delhi 

1. Meeting Objective 



Proposal for conducting Battle of Bands on the second day of VIPS Spandan 2019 

2. Attendance at Meeting 

Name Department/Division E-mail Phon
e 

Prof Dr 
Charulata Singh 

Dean, VSJMC, VIPS dean.vsjmc@vips.edu 9818
5513
53 

Dr Aneela 
Tahilramani 

Faculty Coordinator aneela.tahilramani@vips.edu 9818
1285
77 

Nihit Sachdeva Student Coordinator nihitsachdeva28@gmail.com 9536
7397
39 

Muskan Seth Student Coordinator sethmuskan74gmail.com 9953
3362
90 

3. Agenda and Notes, Decisions, Issues 

Topic Owner Time 

Briefing about the event ‘Battle of Bands’ Muskan Seth 11:40
am 

Requirements of the event, number of bands and time         
for each band 

Prof Singh 11:55
am 



Judges for the event Dr Tahilramani 12:05
pm 

Rules and regulations of the event; potential sponsors;        
registration process; prize money for the winners 

Nihit Sachdeva 12:15
pm 

 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING (3rd) 

Date of 
Meeting: 
(DD/MM
/YYYY) 

02/11/2019 Time: 12:00pm 

Minutes 
Prepared 

By: 

Muskan Seth Location: DDA Market, 
Rajapur, Pocket 

33, Sector 13, 
Rohini, Delhi, 

110085 

1. Meeting Objective 

Sponsorship for ‘Battle of Bands’ for VIPS Spandan 2019 

2. Attendance at Meeting 



Name Department/Division E-mail Phon
e 

Rajesh Nama 
Bansiwala 

Owner, Bansi Wala 
Sweets 

- 9615
9615
36 

Muskan Seth Student Coordinator sethmuskan74gmail.com 9953
3362
90 

3. Agenda and Notes, Decisions, Issues 

Topic Owner Time 

Briefing about VIPS Spandan 2019; ‘Battle of Bands’;        
sponsorship proposal for Bansi Wala Sweets 

Muskan Seth 12:0
0pm 

Deliverables expected from Bansi Wala Sweets Mr Bansiwala 12:1
5pm 

Deliverables from VIPS Muskan Seth 12:3
0pm 

 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING (4th) 

Date of 
Meeting: 
(DD/MM
/YYYY) 

04/11/2019 Time: 12:00pm 



Minutes 
Prepared 

By: 

Muskan Seth Location: DDA Market, 
Rajapur, Pocket 

33, Sector 13, 
Rohini, Delhi, 

110085 

1. Meeting Objective 

Memorandum of Understanding for ‘Battle of Bands’ for VIPS Spandan 2019 

2. Attendance at Meeting 

Name Department/Division E-mail Phone 

Rajesh Nama 
Bansiwala 

Owner, Bansi Wala 
Sweets 

- 961596153
6 

Muskan Seth Student Coordinator sethmuskan74gmail.com 995333629
0 

3. Agenda and Notes, Decisions, Issues 

Topic Owner Time 

Memorandum of Understanding Muskan Seth 12:00pm 

Cheque of Rs 10,000 Mr Bansiwala 12:15pm 

 

 



 

 

 

 

6. Details of the work done 
 
1.  Event announced on social media on October 22, 2019 (The event was shifted to second 
           day) 
 

            
 

2. Registration opened on October 23, 2019 along with the mentioned rules and regulations             
in  

Google form:- 
  

Preliminary Round  
For preliminary round, there is no limit for no. of entries. Bands will have to submit a sample 
video of not more than 3 minutes to battleofbandsspandan@gmail.com. 5 finalists will be 
selected by judges. The selected bands will have to confirm their participation by 4th November. 
3 bands other than the 5 selected will be kept on standby.  
• Entries for preliminary round - From 23rd October to 31st October  
• Results for preliminary round – 2nd November 
• Final Round - 5 bands will be performing in finals  

mailto:battleofbandsspandan@gmail.com


           Registration fee of Rs 400 per participating team (Finalists) to be paid prior to the event 
(as soon as selected). 
• Minimum of 3 and a maximum of 7 band members allowed with a minimum of 2 
instrumentalists. 
• No member will be allowed to play with multiple college teams. 
• College ID for every participant will be required for verification.  
• No midi or loopers allowed. 
• Time duration 20 minutes including setup and soundcheck 
• No obscene/ inappropriate lyrics or behavior shall be allowed on stage. The same would 
lead to immediate disqualification. 
• Incorporating a social issue into the performance is important. 
• Complete setlists and lyrics of original composition to be submitted by 3rd November.  
• No pre-recorded music allowed.  
• Only a drum kit would be provided on stage. 
• Medleys and mashups are allowed.   
• Credit will be given to original compositions. 
 
3. Following bands announced as finalists on November 3, 2019:- 
 
i) Dhaivat from Dr Akhilesh Das Gupta Institute of Technology and Management 
ii) Fiza from Maharaja Surajmal Institute of Technology 
iii) Happy Together from Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Khalsa College 
iv) Og121 from Hansraj College 
v) Type 2 from Delhi College of Arts and Commerce 
Following bands were kept on standby:- 
i) 6 Miles Ahead from Maharaja Agrasen Institute of Technology 
ii) Engravers from Institute of Innovation in Technology and Management 
iii) The Unprepared ProjeKT from Swami Shraddhanand College 
 
4. MoU signed by Bansi Wala Sweets and a cheque of Rs 10,000 received* 
 
5. Final Poster released  



  
6. Updated list of finalists due to some bands backing out and shortage of time on the day of                  
the event 
 
i) Dhaivat from Dr Akhilesh Das Gupta Institute of Technology and Management 
ii) Fiza from Maharaja Surajmal Institute of Technology 
iii) Og121 from Hansraj College 
iv) Engravers from Institute of Innovation in Technology and Management 
 
7. List of guest/jury/personalities along with contact details and brief description 
 
Lakshya Sachdeva 
 



 
 
A singer-songwriter and multi-instrumentalist, Lakshya Sachdeva holds a bachelor's degree in           
Hindustani classical music. He has won various college fests such as BITS Pilani, NH-65 in               
singing and Battle of bands and has also performed at All India Radio and Doordarshan               
television. Lakshya is currently working as a performing artist along with his band Dastaan. 
Email - lakshyasachdevaofficial@gmail.com 
Contact - +91 7827642247  
 
 
 
 
Alankar Tewari 
 



 
 
A guitarist and bass player for more than 11 years, Alankar Tewari started winning several               
zonal music competitions at school level. He has participated in more than 40 competitions              
across Delhi and outside Delhi such as BITS Pilani, IITs and NLUs. Alankar has won 11 battle                 
of bands in the past 2 years and was a finalist in MTV Colors of Youth (Delhi). 
Email - alankartewari@gmail.com 
Contact - +91 9873090071 
 
8. Photographs of the event with captions* 
 
9. Budget (Generated and expenditure with MoU and cheque/draft/NEFT photos) 
 

Generated - Rs 10,000 via sponsorship from Bansi Wala Sweets + Rs 1,600 Registration  
Fees from four finalists = Rs 11,600 
Expenditure - Rs 10,000 for the winning band + Rs 5,000 remuneration for the jury  
+ Rs 140 food bill = Rs 15,140 

 
 
10. Event Report  
 



Battle Of Bands lights up VIPS Spandan 2019 
 

By Mehak Verma 
 
Battle of Bands, a musical competition was conducted on 8 November 2019 from 1pm to 4pm on                 
the main stage in Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies (VIPS). Og121, the band from              
Hansraj College, emerged victorious and grabbed the cash prize of Rs 10,000. 
One of the various competitive events held on the final day of the fifteenth edition of the biggest                  
annual media festival of Delhi NCR - VIPS Spandan 2019 organised by Vivekananda School of               
Journalism and Mass Communication, 15 bands had registered for the competition. The bands             
then submitted videos for preliminary round that was held from 23 October to 31 October after                
which 5 teams - Dhaivat from Dr Akhilesh Das Gupta Institute of Technology and Management;               
Fiza from Maharaja Surajmal Institute of Technology; Happy Together from Sri Guru Teg             
Bahadur Khalsa College; Og121 from Hansraj College and Type 2 from Delhi College of Arts               
and Commerce were selected for the final round. Unfortunately, Happy Together and Type 2 had               
to back out from the final round and one of the bands - Engravers from Institute of Innovation in                   
Technology and Management, initially kept on stand-by, was given a spot in the final round with                
the total number of finalists reduced to 4.  
Kevin Sam, the host, welcomed the jury comprising Mr Lakshya Sachdeva and Mr Alankar              
Tewari and talked about their respective musical journeys. Dr Aneela Tahilramani, the faculty             
coordinator for the event felicitated both the judges with the book 'Wide Angle - Wildlife in                
Pictures' and a sapling. Kevin then briefly explained the rules and regulations to all the finalists. 
After the initial sound check, Og121 was the first band to perform followed by Dhaivat, Fiza and                 
Engravers. All the finalists performed their original compositions which was duly appreciated by             
the judges as well as the audience. While the results were being finalized, Nihit Sachdeva, a                
student of fifth semester performed the Spandan Anthem to entertain the audience. 
Finally, the results were announced by the judges who declared Og121 from Hansraj College as               
the winning band. Dr Aneela Tahilramani and the judges awarded the winners with a cash prize                
of Rs 10,000 and certificates of participation to the rest of the teams. 
The event concluded with a vote of thanks to the participants, the judges and the audience. 
  



FUNNY SIDE UP 3.0 
 

 1. Event Brief  

Date: 08th November 2019 

Time: 5pm – 6pm  

Venue: Auditorium, Block B, VIPS  

 

On the second day of the Annual Departmental Fest of VSJMC, “SPANDAN”, a stand-up comedy 
competition was organised to provide a platform to budding comedians and give them some exposure to 
the Industry. The event was sponsored by Social House, a renowned art space with over more than 2 
Million YouTube subscribers. The judge for the event was Mr. Siddharth Sudhakar, a well-known 
comedian with over 500+ stage appearances. “Funny Side Up 3.0” not only gave an opportunity to the 
contestants to perform on-stage but also helped them network with these brands.  

The event started at 5pm in a “house-full” Auditorium at VIPS. Agorie Dasgupta, Event Coordinator, 
opened the event with a vote of thanks to the sponsors, the judge and the audience for being present. The 
judge and the sponsors were felicitated by Joshua Trott, Event Coordinator. The entire event was hosted 
by Kevin Sam, Event Coordinator. Pre-event promotional posters a well as registration code was designed 
by Devyani Jain, Designer. 

The event consisted of 9 contestants; each performed a set for 5 minutes-  

1. Madhur Virli 
2. Subin Jacob  
3. Tushar Basra 
4. Vivek Ojha 
5. Kartikey Singh 
6. Eshaan Arora 
7. Kartik Sharma 
8. Payal Jain  
9. Abhishek Tiwari  

Winner of the competition was Madhur Virli, declared by the judge.  

To close the event, Mr. Siddharth Sudhakar performed for the audience and conducted an interactive 
session with the participants as well as the audience.  

2. Objectives  

 

3. Road Map 

 



 

4. List of Students 

Event coordinators: 

1. Agorie Dasgupta  

2. Joshua Trott 

3. Kevin Sam  

Team members: 

1. Devyani Jain 

 

5. Minutes of Meetings 

 

6. Details of work done 

 

7. Judge Profile  

 

8. Selected Photographs 

 

9. Budget 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Daastan-e-cinema Event Report 

 

1. Event brief 
Of art that flows in a melody, Daastan-e-cinema is the biggest celebration of Hindi               

Cinema, tracing it through its conception, a fascinating journey over the course of over a century,                
through the timeless art of storytelling. A vibrant tale that travels through evolving lenses of               
time, with riffs of reel-life smiling at the metronome of real-life. Witness the heard and unheard                
stories of legends that adorn cinema and the nostalgia of history that supports it, narrated in                
harmony with evergreen and ebullient music. Join us, as we celebrate and bring to life the                
evolution of Hindi Cinema with Daastan-e-cinema. 
 
2. Objective 

For the first time ever, the Vivekananda School of Journalism and Mass Communication              
presented a grand two-hour Musical Play/Drama that included participants from all the semesters             
of VSJMC. The objective of this event was to show the 'Evolution of Bollywood' with the                
passage of time. In this event, there was to be a depiction of our Hindi Film Industry’s evolution                  
since its establishment. 
 
3. Roadmap 

Daastan-e-cinema has been a three-month long journey which was embarked upon by             
118 students of the VSJMC department along with our faculty coordinator, Ms Neha Pande. To               
be able to come up with this musical play, the team had done vigorous research, discussion and                 
planning for the event. Several meetings and feedback sessions have been a part of it.  
 

In the first meeting, all the students were briefed about the event, ideas were               
brainstormed and then we finalized the theme of presenting the story of Hindi cinema to the                
people in a decade format. In the following meetings, various departments were made for the               
smooth planning and execution of the event. 

Departments are as follows 

1) Writers 
2) Production 
3) Make-up and Hair  
4) Costume Department 
5) Auditions Department 
 



After a few initial meetings, team members were asked to do research on the history of Hindi                 
cinema and get content for discussion of the script. Once the team was done with the research                 
part and a couple of informal script reading sessions, we had a formal script reading session with                 
Chairperson, VSJMC, Prof. Sidharth Mishra, Dean, VSJMC, Prof. (Dr) Charu Lata Singh, Ms             
Neha Pande and Dr Manoj Kumar Singh. 

 

Audition Process 

Once the script was finalized, we went to the next step, that was the auditioning process. 

 

Audition Report 

Date of Event- 21st September 2019 

Location of Event- Auditorium, Ground Floor, Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies 

On Saturday, 21st September, the auditions for Spandan 2019 Musical Play, “Dastaan-e-Cinema            
were held. The auditions were held to unearth artists like actors, dancers, singers and              
instrumentalists who were going to be an integral part of the cast of the Musical Play.  

Posters were put out, calling for artists from the VSJMC Department who wanted to perform.  

The day began with the students from Semester 5 reporting at 8:30 a.m. for the auditions of the                  
directors. Our teacher in-charge Ms. Neha Pande wanted all semester 5 students to be present for                
the Directors’ auditions so that they could also see what each of them had envisioned for the                 
play. 

After everyone heard what each director had to say, a unanimous decision was taken where the                
final directors were finalised. The directors chose their parts of the play, as to who will be                 
working on what.  

The students auditioning for the cast were called for the auditions at 10 a.m. The auditions began                 
well on time with all the students present, along with Neha Ma’am and our Dean Dr.Charulata,                
who had come to support us and to watch over the auditions. 

The directors along with the production team oversaw the performances of various artists from              
all the semesters. There were many talented actors, dancers, vocalists and instrumentalists who             
wooed the audience with their talent. The time duration given to performers was 1-2 minutes.  



The directors and both the teachers related the performers to the characters that they needed and                
asked a few of them to prepare for the same and perform again. The performers took their time                  
and prepared for the same. The directors chose the people who were suitable for the roles.  

The whole process of auditions was a resounding success and many talents were discovered from               
the department. The directors are onto finalising the cast and another round of auditions might be                
held, if needed. At the end of the audition everyone could have a better vision of what                 
Dastan-e-Cinema would actually look like. The first phase of the play is accomplished             
successfully.  

Poster designed for the auditions 

 

 

 

  



Audition Photographs 

 

 

 



Post audition cast and crew meeting 

 

Date- 27 September 2019 

Day- Friday 

Time- 4-5 PM 

Location- Room 410, B Block, VIPS 

Present- 

1. The directors of Dastaan-e-Cinema 

2. Students interested in performing and being a part of Dastaan-e-Cinema 

Agenda: The meeting was conducted to discuss the roles allotted, expectations and the second              
round of auditions.  

Proceedings: the following were discussed during the meeting- 

● Director Mehak Sahni explained about how the roles were given according to the             
persons’ talent and requirement. She explained that the cast was chosen according to how they               
would fit the role of the character. 
● The directors also gave the assurance that everyone who is interested to perform in the               
musical would be given an opportunity.  
● Director Vedant Ojha explained that one person might also have to do more than 1 role.                
They might be in different eras and working under different directors but would work under one                
umbrella direction.  
● All the directors introduced themselves and their eras.  
● The cast according to the decades was revealed by the directors.  
Outcomes: 

● It was assured that second round of auditions would take place and everyone would get a                
part as a lot of characters are yet to be casted and no one would be rejected.  
● Sunday, 29th September 27, 2019 from 8AM-5PM has been finalized for conducting            
auditions.  
● The cast and the directors personally met to discuss their visions and expectations with              
each other.  
 
Minutes prepared by Moumita Chakraborty. 

 



Pictures of the Post audition session 

 

 

  



Practice Sessions and Run-throughs 

 

Practices for the play were scheduled from 5 to 7 pm from Monday to Saturday. Practice                
sessions were followed by run-throughs in the Vivekananda Hall and the auditorium. Total             
number of team members are 118. The students stayed back for the practices after the classes. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Final Cast and Crew list 
 
Cast 
Abhin Sharma - Emotional Atyachar 
Abhinav Mehrotra - Lala, Himanshu Rai, Johnny Lever 
Aditi Singh - Kajol 
Akshay Nagpal - Govinda, Varun Dhawan 
Amit Thakur - Amitabh Bachhan 
Amrita Dhawan - Nargis, Deepika Padukone 
Ankur Upreti - Johnny Walker, Rajesh Khanna 
Anmol Dham - Shahrukh Khan (Darr), Nawazuddin Siddiqui 
Ansh Arora - Raja Hirishchandra, Dilip Kumar,  
Mithun Chakraborty, Manoj Bajpayee 
Anushree Rudra - Kimi Katkar, Juhi Chawla,  
Katrina Kaif, Taapsee Pannu,  
Aparna Bhalla - Kirron Kher 
Atharv Kapoor - Kishore Kumar, Amol Palekar, Saif Ali Khan 
Awiral Grover - Raja Dushyant 
Bhavya Gupta - Mehmood 
Bhavya Sharma - Devika Rani, Alia Bhatt 
Bhushan Bhati - W. M. Khan, Nawazuddin Siddiqui 
Chahat Dhoda - Waheeda Rehman 
Chehak Nasa - Sunita Devi, Nootan, Bipasha Basu, Sushmita Sen 
Devang Pandey 
Dikshita Khandelwal - Shakuntala's Friend, Kajol 
Divya Jain - Madhuri Dixit, Kareena Kapoor 
Faran Rashid - L. V. Prasad, Aamir Khan 
Gagandeep Kaur - Neetu Singh, Kajol 
Gitanjali Tyagi - Zeenat Amaan, Vidya Balan 
Himanshu Sharma - Shahid Kapoor, Sanjay Mishra 
Ilina Singh - Raja Harishchandra's Wife 
Ishaa Sharma - Priyanka Chopra 
Jagrit Ahuja - Samba 
Jagriti Gambhir - Jaya Bacchan 
Jahnavi Khanna - Saira Banu, Aishwarya Rai 
Jatin Mahendwaria - Dadasaheb Phalke, Amjad Khan,  
Sunny Deol,  Paresh Rawal 
Karan Balhara - Nazal-ul-Hasan, Hrithik Roshan 
Karanpreet Singh - Diljit Dosanjh 



Mayank Ojha - Pran 
Megha Jakhar - Vidya Balan 
Mohammed Areeb - Nana Patekar 
Moumita Chakraborty - Rani Mukherjee 
Muskaan Singhal - Madhuri Dixit 
Muskaan Sodha - Alam Ara,  Urmila Matondkar, Kangana Ranaut 
Naman Issar - Raj Kapoor, Rishi Kapoor, Ranbir Kapoor 
Navya Singh - Baijanti Mala, Malaika Arora, Sridevi 
Nishank - Dev Anand, Ayushmann Khurana 
Nitya Srivastava - Madhubala 
Parv- Dadasaheb Phalke 
Radhika Gupta - Shakuntala, Sonakshi Sinha 
Rashi - Hema Malini, Madhuri 
Rudraksh Singh Rawat - Ashok Kumar, Shahrukh Khan 
Saksham Bhalla - Dharmendra, Sanjay Dutt 
Sakshi Garg - Deepika Padukone 
Sanchita Nagpal - Aishawarya Rai 
Shagun Gupta - Sridevi, Deepika Padukone 
Shaurya Negi - Shammi Kapoor,  Varun Sharma 
Shivam Aditya Pachauri - Dilip Kumar, Anil Kapoor,  
Salman Khan, Pulkit Samrat 
Shivam Seth - Guru Dutt, Aamir Khan 
Shivank - Dadasaheb Phalke 
Shobhit Dasgupta - Amrish Puri 
Shreya Goyal - Vocalist 
Shubhi Maheshwari - Nargis, Vyjayanthimala, Rekha 
Siddharth Singh - Sanjay Dutt 
Sidhika - Vidya Balan 
Srinjoy Bal - Arshad Warsi 
Sushmeet Bhatia - Madhubala 
Tanishq Dahiya - Nargis 
Ustat Mehta - Wahida Rehman,  Madhuri Dixit 
Vaibhav Bhatia - Aamir Khan, Akshay Kumar 
Vanshak Aggarwal - Mumtaz Ali, Shahid Kapoor 
Vanshita Jain 
Varsha Rana 
Vedant Ojha - Narrator 
Vedant Singh - Raj Kapoor, Farhan Akhtar 
Veenus - Helen 



Vijul Narang - Amitabh Bachhan, Ranveer Singh 
Vishwas Setia - Shahrukh Khan 
Waseem Khan - Kishore Kumar, Salman Khan 
 
 
 
 
Dancers 
Akshita Gurung 
Anushka Awasthi 
Apoorva Gautam 
Brahamdeep Singh 
Charu Saini 
Gaurav 
Heemanshi 
Ishita Kashyap 
Jasleen Kaur 
Komal Sejwal 
Mayank Gautam 
Niharika Razdan 
Nirman Relia 
Nishtha Malhotra 
Pranav Kanda 
Purnika Sharma 
Radhika Maheshwari 
Sagar Nagpal 
Sejal Ahuja 
Shivakshi 
Shivi Agarwal 
 
Directors 
Akshita Pandey 
Amit Thakur 
Anirudha S. Dev 
Awiral Grover  
Bhushan Bhati 
Faran Rashid 
Malawika Dwivedi 
Mehak Garg 



Mehak Sahni  
Sanchita Nagpal 
Siddharth Singh 
Vanshak Aggarwal 
Vedant Ojha 
Vedant Shivpuri 
Vedant Singh 
Vijul Narang 
 
 
Musicians 
Bhavya Gupta - Vocalist 
Charlotte Justin - Vocalist 
Devang Pandey - Sunil Dutt, Vocalist 
Dhruv Mishra - Violinist 
Krish - Pianist 
Nihit Sachdeva 
Shlok Nagpal - Guitarist 
Shreya Goyal - Vocalist 
Subhashree - Vocalist 
Tanishka Gothwal -Vocalist 
Udit Khattar - Vocalist 
Vedant Singh 
 
Writers 
Akshita Pandey 
Anirudha S. Dev 
Aparna Bhalla 
Brahamdeep Singh 
Faran Rashid 
Malawika Dwivedi 
Mehak Garg 
Navya Singh 
Sanchita Nagpal 
Smallika  
Vanshak Aggarwal 
Vedant Ojha 
Vedant Singh 
 



Production 
Abhinav Mehrotra 
Anirudha S. Dev 
Chaitanya Garg 
Hardik Singh 
Karanpreet Singh 
Kritika Singh 
Moumita Chakraborty 
Shaurya Negi 
Shivam Bahl 
Srinjoy Bal 
Vanshak Aggarwal 
Vanshika Garg 
Vedant Shivpuri 
Waseem Khan 
 
Choreographers 
Aditi Singh 
Dikshita Khandelwal 
Divya Sikri 
Ishaa Sharma 
Ishani Aggarwal 
Nitya Srivastava 
Pankhuri Johri 
Radhika Gupta 
Rudraksh Singh Rawat 
Sanchita Nagpal 
Shagun Gupta 
Sidhika  
Sushmeet Bhatia 
Ustat Kaur 
Vanshita Jain 
 
Costume & Make-up 
Akanksha Kacker 
Apoorva Gautam 
Ashra Aggarwal 
Charu Saini 
Chehak Nasa 



Divya Sikri 
Ilina Singh 
Ishani Aggarwal 
Navya Sehgal 
Palak Kohli 
Pankhuri Johri 
Rahul Pathak 
Shivakshi 
Shobhit Dasgupta 
Tanvi Nigam 
Udita Jain 
Vaani Pokhariyal 
Varsha Rana 
Vibha Rana 
 
Budgeting & Accounts 
Jigyasa Dua 
Mehek Sahni  
Sanchita Nagpal 



4) Minutes of the Meeting 
 
Meeting 1 

Date:August 27, 2019 

Time:4 pm – 6:30pm 

Venue:Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies, B- Block, Room no. 403 

Faculty: Ms Neha Pande 

 

Attendees: 

1. Saloni Aggarwal 
2. Radhika Gupta 
3. Veenus 
4. Vanshita Jain 
5. Akshita Pandey 
6. Aditi Singh 
7. Chehak Nasa 
8. Jahnvi Khanna 
9. Divya Sikri 
10. Ishani Agarwal 
11. Shrey Arora 
12. Amit Thakur 
13. Ridhu Gupta 
14. Vibha 
15. Shivakshi 
16. Tanishka 
17. Shivi 
18. Wasim 
19. Shubhi 
20. Riddham 
21. Anushree 
22. Awiral Grover 
23. Mehak Sahni 
24. Agorie 
25. Rahul Bharti 
26. Shivam Bahl 
27. Vanshak Agarwal 
28. Sanchita Nagpal 
29. Shaurya 
30. Ustat 



31. Mayank Ojha 
32. Yash Kaushik 
33. Varsha Rana 
34. Siddharth Singh 
35. Aparna Bhalla 
36. Smalika 
37. Srinjoy Bal 
38. Vedant Singh 
39. Vedhan Shivpuri 
40. Udita Jain 
41. Rahul 
42. Tanvi Nigam 
43. Shobhit 
44. Akanksha 
45. Muskan Sodha 
46. Vaibhav 
47. Dikshita 
48. Akshay 
49. Bhavya 
50. Navya 
51. Anjali Singh 
52. Muskan Kathuria 
53. Chaitanya Kapoor 
54. Moumita 
55. Mehak Garg 
56. Nikita Sanyal 
57. Rashi Sethi 
58. Sidhika 
59. Pankhuri Jauhri 
60. Bhushan 
61. Anirudha 
 

Agenda 

1. Brainstorming on various ideas so as to present all the aspects of Hindi Cinema in a musical                 
play for 1.5-2 hours. 
2. To make various departments and alot work accordingly 
 

 

 

 



 

Proceedings of the meeting: 

There was a healthy brainstorming session, where all the participants kept their points regarding what               
should be the roots of the musical play. Following were the points kept forward by the students: 

Sidharth Singh: 

Presenting cinema and its transition decade by decade. Elaborating upon different famous            
personalities of cinema from one decade to another. Music can be used as the spine of the whole                  
narrative. 

Udita: 

We can create a premise of a person shooting a film and that can change according to different eras, by                    
using famous dialogues as the transition. 

Amit Thakur: 

The idea revolves around depicting the Hindi cinema by “All its firsts”. This means using all the                 
milestones achieved by the hindi cinema which has revolutionised it through all these decades in the                
narrative. This can be done through the vision of a story teller, who is also a traveller and is taking us                     
through all of these eras. 

Bhushan: 

We can write a narrative through the eyes of a struggling artist, who doesn't have any roots in the                   
industry. Although, this can be added as an element and not a central theme. 

Aditi Singh: 

A narrative can be created on the basis of comparison between the eras. 

Muskan: 

We can use songs as the bridging link between the eras. This can be incorporated as an element                  
while writing the narrative. 

Smalika: 

We can present the narrative revolving around appreciating and celebrating the writers and the lyricist of                
the hindi cinema, how beautifully the writing for cinema has changed from epics to what it is today. 

Vedant: 

-The idea revolves around the no.1 actor and actress narrating about the events that happened in their                 
decade and how it has been changing through all these years.Also, we do a modulation in the narrative                  
with the no.1 and no.2 star of a particular era telling the story of their experience through their                  
perspective, giving a tribute to them all. -An element of humour can be added in the narrative. 

Yash: 



 

 

-The ideas suggested that instead of unfolding the story from the past to the present, we can start with                   
the current scenario and then go reverse in the timeline, or even break the timeline. -Breaking the                 
timeline can be done so as to show the similarities and the parallels between the years. 

Vanshak: 

While writing our narrative we can select a center point in the timeline if the hindi cinema and then can                    
create 2 simultaneous stories connecting the future and the past together and meeting at the present. 

Ridhi: 

-We can add an element in the narrative of depiction of the female characters all through these years.We                  
can also present our story from the eyes of a Hollywood famous character, who enters Bollywood to                 
explore and find answers about its past and what it is today. 

Vedant: 

-Revolving the story around certain social, cultural and economic events that have taken place in the                
country through all these years and have had an impact on the Indian cinema.This can be done with                  
writing a narrative beginning from a mythological start then to breaking the stereotypes of inter caste                
marriages, child marriages and then moving to the current issues. 

Chaitanya: 

-Instead of breaking the cinema with respect to the timeline, we can break it with respect to different                  
genres. 

Amit: 

It would be very difficult to portray journey through various genres, because then we will have to select                  
every genre and depict its story from its beginning to the very end. Hence, it would be very time                   
consuming and monotonous. 

Mehak Sahni 

The idea was to combine the timeline with the milestones achieved by the hindi cinema.The idea of the                  
narrative is to create a story out in combination with an emotion, because the hindi cinema gives us a lot of                     
reasons to laugh, cry and various other emotions to live with and hence we can build a connect with the                    
audience by playing with these emotions and link them with their daily lives. 

Nikita:-We can design a branch of the narrative by giving due credit to the villains of the hindi cinema,                   
writing a story around their lives and what goes in their minds while depicting a negative character and                  
how they have evolved from the beginning. Also, we can use the behind the scenes of the making of the                    
movies and its sets in the narratives. 

Shivam: 

With the change in time, there is a substantial change in the writing pattern of that era. Using changing                   
time and thinking as a tool we can create a narrative that depicts a change in the writing style and                    
pattern over the years. 



Neha Ma'am: 

We can create a narrative giving due credits to all the people involved in the Hindi cinema, covering                  
milestones the hindi cinema has achieved beyond the success of its actors and actresses. This includes                
creating a narrative, in which the films and the filmmakers get recognition by its craft, grandeur and                 
how it has evolved through the years. This will include covering the beautiful sets, VFX, background                
dancers and how all of it has evolved. This may also include how various filmmakers have created their                  
women or how we connect to a movie dialogue even after 20 years of its release. 

Outcome: After a healthy brainstorming session about the narrative of the play, all the students were                
divided into groups for pre-production and the groups and their tasks were as follows: 

1. Writing Team:The team is supposed to submit a plot of the play at the Friday meeting. 
2. Costumes and Production Team: The team is supposed to provide a vendor with tentative              
budget to the budgeting team before Friday. 
3. Auditioning and Dancing Team: The task of this team will be to conduct auditions for dance                
and various characters for the play. 
4. Budgeting Team:The team is supposed to provide a tentative budget of the musical play by               
Friday. 
 
 

 

 



Meeting 2 

After the team was done with the research part and a couple of informal script reading sessions,                 
we had a formal script reading session with Chairperson, VSJMC, Prof. Sidharth Mishra, Dean,              
VSJMC, Prof. (Dr) Charu Lata Singh, Ms Neha Pande and Dr Manoj Kumar Singh. 

Minutes of the Session 

Date: 20th September 

Day: Friday 

Time: 3 pm onwards 

Venue: Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies. 

Attendees: 

● Members of the musical play 

● Faculty Members: Ms Neha Pande, Mr Manoj Kumar, Prof. Sidharth Mishra 

● Dean VSJMC : Prof. (Dr) Charulata Singh 

 

AIM: To finalise on the narration for the musical. 

The meeting starts with Vedant Singh and Vedant Ojha narrating the script on the journey of                
Hindi cinema from 1913 to today. It was followed by inputs from the faculty.  

Prof. Sidharth Mishra 

There is a lot of stuff on your plate and everything is all over the place. There should be one                    
prominent theme for each decade.  

Mention how Shammi Kapoor and RD Burman changed the cinema. (Classical music was earlier              
added to the characters, they broke the shackles by bringing in western music) 

The 'lost and found formula' of Manmohan Desai has also not been touched in the script.  

Ms Neha Pande 

The same story concept (mentioned above) was used in many movies and all of them went on to                  
become a blockbuster. 

Prof. Sidharth Mishra 

Dharamveer, a very good musical of the 70’s, should be mentioned. There is no reference on                



how ‘Amar Akbar Anthony' got a remake ' Naseeb ' just four years after its release. 

Ms Neha Pande 

As a communicator, it is very important that we rise above assumptions, we have to make sure                 
the audience is able to understand what we are trying to portray (Heavy hindi as a part of the                   
narration) 

Prof. Sidharth Mishra 

In the starting sequence, it is important to establish the character of Dadasaheb Phalke and               
Lumierre Brothers. Audience is here for entertainment, they are here for an interesting story not               
a documentary on some facts about cinema. 

It is important to keep songs and films in sync, people should understand its story. Tujhse                
Naraaaz nahi zindagi (Masoom) is connected weirdly. 

● Anti-Hero element is not mentioned. 

The most integral part of the whole event is music, it should be focussed on more. It is important                   
that Directors have a good understanding of music. 

Important to mention: Raj Kapoor, Hemant Kumar, Vishal Bhardwaj, Gulzar (Directors and            
musicians). All adaptations and cult films. 

Parineeta: You can show the difference between the old and the new movie. 

Ms Neha Pande 

Hindi should be easy enough for people to understand, no sanskritised Hindi. Rhythm in the               
narration is meaningless if it doesn’t make sense literally. Rhythm has to have words and               
meaning. 

Prof. Sidharth Mishra 

Kangana Ranaut (National Awards), Shabana Azmi, Smita Patil, Nargis are not mentioned            
properly. 

The choice of songs is a bit serious, emphasis should be on celebratory songs, it is a musical. 

It is important to connect cinema to the society. 

60-70's - Mention Poorav Paschim movie, Manoj Kumar, Prann, Upkar movie 

Prann broke the compartmentalization of actors into heroes and villains. Shekhar in Zanzeer and              
Jasjit Ahuja in Don. 



Villains like Amrish Puri and Prann have been overlooked 

20 crucial years after independence - Manoj Kumar's Roti Kapda Makaan. 

No mention of  

●  'Jawaani Deewani' and 'Bobby' 

● Devanand's Hare Ram Hare Krishna.  

● Hippy culture - Zeenat Aman 

● Directors like Raj Kapoor, Dilip Kumar, Devanand 

● Hrishikesh Mukherjee's era - Satyakaam, Comedies w middle class background  

● Shyaam Bannerjee 

● Mythological Cinema and how it influenced people. 

● Rangeela 

Don't go back and forth on the timeline (do not break the chronological order). 

The writing is good, but it should not dominate the entire musical. 

No light has been thrown on specific Characters (Mothers and antagonists) 

Anand - Lalita Pawar, Vaijanti Mala, Helen, Asrani, Johny lever. 

Ms Neha Pande 

It is our job to remind people about the stars they have forgotten about, not to just show them                   
what they already know. 

Prof. Sidharth Mishra 

Nothing about the 50's on Paigam and Naya Daur. 

1960's - Shammi kapoor is an important part. 

1990's was the era of musicals, more focus should be on them. (Hum Aapke Hai Kaun) 

Comedy holds mirror to the society (Johnny Walker). Use it wisely. Use multimedia in a way                
that the audience is engaged throughout. Go for peppy numbers.  

Dominating trends of each decade should be taken into consideration.  

Mehmood's (Actor & Director) path breaking film ' Kunwara Baap' (first movie about LGBTQ              



community) should be given special attention. 

The play can end with a medley of all the prominent songs and can have every character on the                   
stage (like mera naam joker). 

Outcome 

The writers were asked to take all the recommendation in mind and make the desired changes.                
The directors were asked to go through the script thoroughly and be prepared for the auditions                
held the day after.  
*At the end, Prof .Sidharth Mishra praised the Musical Team of Spandan 2019 for coming up                
with a narrative script for the musical and approved the outline of the musical. He further                
reminded everyone that it is a long and arduous path ahead but success can be achieved with                 
hard work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Evaluation 

 

Daastan-e-cinema was a successful event. We managed to get an audience of 750 people              
approximately. The event was also covered by various media houses 



Audience Feedback 

 

Daastan-e-cinema was appreciated by both the audience and by the management. 

 

1) Dean Student Welfare Dr. Salonee Priya  
 
Dastaan-e-cinema was such a monumental undertaking: so grand in its conception, so lofty in its               
proposition and so gigantic in its composition; yet you all have so successfully executed it.               
Congratulations to you and to each member of your team at VSJMC. We at VIPS are all so                  
proud of you. 
 
 
2)  Prof IM Pandey, DG VIPS 
 
 Cinema-Dastan was a great idea and well performed by students. Congratulations! 
 
 
3) Senior 
Dastaan-e-cinema was soooooo goood 😍 ♥ and juniors were so awesome and you were super               
amazing! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 



Photographs from the Event
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